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Abstract: 

(Daniel, apocalypticism, William Miller) 

This thesis is a comparison of how three different apocalyptic religious groups interpret the Book 

of Daniel as referring to their particular group and circumstances despite the vast differences 

from the book’s original context. First, the authorship of the book of Daniel itself is analyzed to 

establish the original intent of the book and what it meant to its target audience in the second 

century BCE. This first chapter is also used as a point of comparison to the other groups. 

Secondly, the influence of Daniel on the authorship of the book of Revelation and early 

Christianity is examined. In the third chapter, the use of Daniel amongst the Millerites, a 

nineteenth century American apocalyptic religious movement is analyzed. To conclude, the use 

of Daniel amongst the three groups is compared allowing for conclusions of how these particular 

groups managed to understand the book of Daniel as referring to their own particular group and 

circumstances with some attention paid to modern trends in interpretation as well.  
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Introduction 
 

My thesis attempts to answer the question of how three different historical apocalyptic 

groups have understood the book of Daniel. I will examine how they specifically read the book, 

the context in which it was read and how this lead to their understanding of the book as referring 

to their own time. To do so, I will first provide a thorough examination of the book itself and 

what it meant in its original context. Next, I will examine the effect the book had on the 

authorship of Revelation and the apocalyptic community it played a role in. Third, I will see how 

Daniel was used in the context of a mid-nineteenth century American apocalyptic group, the 

Millerites. Finally, I will compare the usage of the book by all groups, paying some attention to 

its current usage in American Protestant Christianity and draw some conclusions on how the 

book is applied by different groups in different circumstances and what leads to these particular 

interpretations.   

The purpose of this initial chapter of my thesis is two-fold. First, I will provide an initial, 

brief analysis of the book of Daniel to thoroughly establish it as a book set in and intended for a 

second century BCE Judean audience. Given the focus of this thesis is on apocalyptic 

interpretations of Daniel, I shall primarily examine chapters 2 and 7-12. My work in this initial 

chapter shall also be important for later chapters as I compare later interpretations to the original 

understanding of the book. While the authors of Daniel set the book in the 6
th

 Century BCE in 

Babylon, a closer examination of its themes and content reveal it was likely intended for a 

drastically different audience. Only by thoroughly establishing Daniel as a book set in one time 

period but clearly intended for another can the second portion of this initial chapter be viable. As 

such I will examine the previously mentioned chapters and relate its content to the events, figures 

and time frame the book clearly alludes to.  
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The next chapter will examine Daniel’s influence upon the construction of the Revelation 

of John. By examining the references to Daniel within revelation, we can determine what 

influence Daniel had on John, the author of Revelation. I will argue John read Daniel as an 

eschatological paradigm, providing him a framework for developing his own prophecy. I intend 

to examine how John took specific Danielic tropes and images and reworked them to suit his 

own time and eschatological scenario. In doing so we will see that John understood Daniel as a 

text intended for his time, as one that lays out the plan for the end of days for God’s community 

of the faithful.  

The final chapter will consist of a brief examination of the book of Daniel by the 

Millerites, an American apocalyptic group from the 1840s. I will specifically examine some new 

primary source documents from William Miller, the group’s founder related to his understanding 

of Daniel. Given Miller’s great separation from Daniel’s original context and time, I intend to 

see what circumstances specific to Miller influenced his reading of Daniel and enabled him to 

read Daniel as referring to his own time. Most significantly, we will see what role Daniel played 

in allowing Miller to date the apocalypse, which Miller claimed would occur in 1843.  

Finally, to conclude, I hope to be able to reach some conclusions on what leads to 

particular interpretations and how groups come to understand Daniel as referring to themselves. 

Having examined three different groups and after giving a very brief examination of current 

apocalyptic understandings of Daniel, I will argue that the specific socio-political context of the 

groups, as well as their chronological and contextual differences from Daniel’s own time are 

what lead some groups into certain modes of interpretation, as well as what this may mean for 

future trends in interpretation.  
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Chapter 1: Daniel in Its Original Context 
 

“…one is struck not only by the durability of apocalyptic belief, but also by its enormous 

adaptability. From second-century Asia Minor to eighteenth-century America, in vastly different 

historical circumstances, interpreters found vastly different meanings in the prophecies.”Paul Boyer 

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, I will provide an initial, brief analysis of 

the book of Daniel to establish thoroughly it as a book set in and intended for a second century 

BCE Judean audience, undergoing the turmoil of persecution by foreign rulers and a revolt by 

zealous countrymen. Given that the focus of this thesis is on apocalyptic interpretations of 

Daniel, I shall thoroughly examine chapters 2 and 7-12, the most apocalyptic sections of the 

book. While the authors of Daniel set the book in the 6th Century BCE in Babylon, a closer 

examination of its themes and content reveal it was likely intended for a drastically different 

audience. Only by thoroughly establishing the visions of Daniel as set in one time period but 

clearly intended for another can the second section of my initial chapter be viable. As such I will 

examine the previously mentioned chapters and relate its content to the events, figures and time 

frame to which the book clearly alludes.  

This chapter will deal with the understanding of the book in this original context. My 

intent shall be to demonstrate how the book of Daniel attempted to play a number of critically 

necessary roles in the second century BCE. I shall argue that Daniel functioned as a form of 

ideological, non-violent, guerilla warfare against the brutal policies directed towards Judean 

cultic practices imposed by Gentile rulers, most importantly the King Antiochus IV Epiphanes. 

More specifically, I shall establish that Daniel advocates a form of cosmic warfare – a 

perspective unique to Daniel that envisions gods and supernatural forces fighting a concurrent 
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battle in the cosmic realm. Warfare in Daniel is understood as having two dimensions- a battle 

fought between human armies and a concurrent battle waged between the gods of the respective 

armies. I shall also show how Daniel is specifically concerned with the cultic aspects of 

Antiochene persecution- Daniel addresses Antiochus’ actions concerning the Jerusalem Temple 

and other Judean religious practices. Daniel envisions resistance through faith and loyalty to 

Jewish tradition and the realization that God’s plan is to rescue those who remain faithful to him 

from their Gentile oppressors. It allows for human actions of faith and dedication to God to bring 

about changes in the cosmic sphere while changes on Earth can only be brought about by God – 

the only place and way the book’s authors feel change is possible. An additional element to this 

portion is showing how Daniel’s approach differs from its primary competitor- the Maccabean 

approach. The Maccabees advocated martial resistance to Hellenizers in the hope of forcing them 

from power (1 Macc 3:2-9). Daniel however sees cultic faith as a means of affecting change in 

both the earthly and heavenly realms. Faithful adherence to Judean cultic practices is a means of 

resisting Gentile rulers in heaven and shows their faith that God himself will soon return to 

restore order on earth.  

Section I 

The Ancient Near Eastern Background of Daniel 

A brief history of the figure of Daniel is in order. The character of Daniel as one to 

inspire and instruct is a logical choice based on the varying older accounts of Daniel. All 

portrayals of the character variously referred to as Daniel or his predecessor figure Dan’il, 

portray a wise, virtuous man - a model for proper conduct. His establishment as such a figure is a 

prerequisite for his role in the biblical narrative. In the Ugaritic text known as Aqhat, one of the 
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oldest accounts of a Daniel figure, Dan’il is clearly understood as a pious man. The text outlines 

his diligent ritual offerings. For his piety, Dan’il is rewarded with, “…a son born to me like my 

brethren’s, a scion like unto my kindred’s…”
1
 The tradition of Daniel being rewarded for his 

piety is significant as we just such a motif in Daniel 1:17, 2:17-23, where Daniel is rewarded 

with superb dream interpretation skills by God. The author of Ezekiel in the 6
th

 century BCE also 

shows awareness of a Daniel figure from a mythological past (Ezek 14:14) indicating that the 

figure of Daniel had been known for some time.  

The Differentiation of Daniel 1-6 and Daniel 7-12 

Daniel is far from a single unified work, written by a single author. Generally, scholars 

divide Daniel into two broad sections, namely Daniel 1-6 and Daniel 7-12
2
. This is not to say 

however that this means the two sections were written as two separate works and then combined; 

rather they are two separate compilations of smaller narratives about Daniel. The division is 

primarily one based on thematic criticism. Chapters 1-6 reflect the needs of Jews living under 

foreign rule trying to reconcile their new Gentile context with their Jewish identity. While these 

texts do reflect strife and conflict between the two groups, there is no evidence of any real crisis. 

These texts also fall in the category of Court Tales, in which, like Esther or Joseph, Daniel is a 

functionary in a Gentile court. In general, court tales feature an exemplary figure that faces some 

sort of challenge or persecution in a foreign court. They often devise some sort of clever plan to 

outsmart the Gentiles, often relying on divine assistance granted for their piety.  They then show 

the Gentiles the superiority of their ways and receive elevated positions as a reward.  A perfect 

example of this is Daniel’s ability to interpret Nebuchadrezzar’s dream in chapter 2 and his and 

                                                           
1
 James Pritchard ed, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 

Press, 1955), 150. 
2
 John Collins, Daniel (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1993), 24. 
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his friends’ subsequent rewards of gifts and promotions. While they do contain motifs such as 

dream interpretation, it is always Daniel interpreting dreams, rather than receiving revelation.
3
 

Much unlike Daniel 7-12, chapters 1-6 for the most part encourage a reconciliatory attitude and 

instruct on how to maintain a Jewish identity in a position so far removed from seemingly pivotal 

institutions such as the Temple and kosher food. The relationship between Daniel and the Gentile 

Kings of Babylon and Persia is relatively pleasant and mutually beneficent (Dan 6:28; 2:46-49). 

There is no evidence of any deep, systemic tension or discord between Daniel and these kings 

and there are no references to evil Gentile kings in contrast to chapters 7-12.
4
 Unlike chapters 7-

12, chapters 1-6 lack angelic interpreters and deterministic historical schemes.    

This bilateral division of the book allows us to better grasp its two distinct purposes. 

Chapters 1-6 are meant to function as any other Court Tales, offering edification, instruction and 

inspiration to Jews in the diaspora from a revered figure.
5
 As previously mentioned, Esther and 

Joseph are prime examples of Court Tales. This thematic difference best serves to explain the 

differences in the book, such as the dramatic shift from the relatively mundane Daniel 1 to the 

famous visions of Daniel 7-12.  

These aforementioned chapters also clearly fall under the genre of an apocalypse, which 

can be defined as a text that understands its own time as one of unrestricted evil, has a 

deterministic view of history, relies on angelic interpreters and cryptic, purposefully vague 

visions; themes conspicuously absent from chapters 1-6. These chapters also noticeably focus on 

eschatology. Chapters 7-12 are also clearly sectarian in nature, a point central to this chapter and 

one I will expound on later. Finally, and most significantly for the following sections, the authors 

                                                           
3
 Collins 1993, 29 

4
 Ibid., 33. 

5
 Paul Redditt, Introduction to the Prophets (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2008), 

178-179.  
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of chapters 7-12 clearly understand Gentile kings as the cause of the problems of their time. 

There is no trace of an amicable relationship between Daniel and the foreign kings at all. This 

would also help explain the complex issues of the two languages of Daniel. Chapters 1-2:4 and 

8-12:13 are preserved in Hebrew while 2:4-7:28 are in Aramaic. The Aramaic portions were 

meant for people speaking Aramaic in a land where Hebrew was not spoken. This is not to say 

however that the linguistic divisions perfectly correspond with the generic division of the book 

though, so the matter is complicated and unsettled.
6
 The Hebrew visions of 8-12 were intended 

for people who were meant to speak Hebrew- the Judean People. While portions of Daniel 

clearly fall under the genres of Court Tales and Apocalypses and Daniel does show some textual 

dependence on other biblical works, it should be made clear that generally speaking Daniel is an 

original work – it is not built on exegesis of other scriptures. While there are thematic and 

linguistic similarities with other works, the vast majority of the themes, imagery and language of 

Daniel are found only there.  

Furthermore, the presence of numerous chronological errors, such as the dates of 

Nebuchadnezzar’s reign, the succession of Belshazzar and the Darius the Mede figure, mistakes 

a 6th century author would not have made, indicate that the authors of the various Daniel 

narratives were weaving a tale of a past they were vaguely familiar with and that the tales are, 

“not to be understood as historical.”
7
 If the authors of Daniel had been writing in the 6

th
 century 

BCE, these errors would not have happened making it more apparent that the book refers to the 

second century BCE. The book starts with a dating error, stating that the conflict that led to 

Daniel’s capture occurred, “In the third year of the reign of King Jehoiakim of Judah, King 

                                                           
6
 Word Biblical Commnetary 30, 207. 

7
 Michael Coogan, The Old Testament: A Historical and Literary Introduction to the Hebrew Scriptures (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2006), 539. 
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Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon came to Jerusalem and besieged it” (1:1), when in fact Jehoiakim’s 

third regnal year was 606 BCE and Nebuchadrezzar did not assume the Babylonian throne until 

605 BCE.
8
 Furthermore, Nebuchadrezzar’s siege of Jerusalem occurred in 586 BCE, an even 

greater chronological disparity. In chapters 5, 7 and 8 we see references to King Belshazzar, 

called the son of King Nebuchadrezzar (5:2). While there was a Babylonian figure named 

Belshazzar he was not the son of Nebuchadrezzar and was not king, but a co-regent in Babylon 

when his father, “moved to the royal residence to Teiman”
9
 Finally and most dramatically is the 

figure of Darius the Mede, who according to Daniel was the successor to Belshazzar. However 

no such figure can be found in the historical record.
10

 While the Median Kingdom certainly 

existed, it was not the successor to the Babylonian Empire.
11

 These dating errors make it quite 

apparent that the author of Daniel was simply not a person writing in the 6
th

 Century BCE, as 

such errors would not have been made by someone living at that time. 

The Antiochene Crisis as the Background to Dan 7-12 

Much of the thematic shift found in chapters 7-12 can be attributed to the aforementioned 

crisis of Antiochan persecution- a topic central to this chapter and the formation of the book of 

Daniel. While I will not expound on the whole of the Antiochan crisis, I shall provide a succinct 

summary for the purposes of defining the terms for future reference. The appearance of 

Alexander the Great started a chain of events a few centuries prior that initiated a crisis for the 

Judean people that, short of the Babylonian exile, was unprecedented. The foundation of a new 

Gentile kingdom in the land of Israel ushered in a slew of changes for the Judean people broadly 

                                                           
8
 Redditt, 173.  

9
 The Anchor Bible 23, 35.  

10
 Gerhard Hasel, “The Book of Daniel: Evidences Relating to Persons and Chronology” Andrews University 

Seminary Studies 19 (1981): 46 
11

 The Anchor Bible 23, 35.  
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defined as Hellenization. After the death of Alexander his realm was divided into several smaller 

kingdoms. Two of these which play a profound role in establishing the background of Daniel 7-

12 are the Ptolemaic Kingdom (based in Egypt) and the Seleucid Kingdom (based in the Levant 

and Syria), named after the families that established their dynasties. Their identity was 

unmistakably Greek- they were Hellenic rulers in a foreign land. The term though is problematic 

for our purposes. Hellenization is a blanket term for broad cultural changes with their base in 

Greek culture as opposed to what we think of as Judaism or the Judean people’s way of life.
12

 

This is generally the concern for the Maccabean rebels, who opposed all forms of Greek cultural 

intrusion into Judean culture. For the Maccabees, everything from Greek hats, to the Gymnasium 

of Jerusalem to games in honor of Hercules were problematic (2 Macc 4:12). After the Seleucid 

King Antiochus (175-164 BCE)
13

 desolated the Jerusalem Temple however, events could no 

longer be tolerated.
14

 Antiochus had removed all the valuable materials from the temple and 

sacrificed to his gods on an altar erected on top of the original altar (1 Macc 1:21-59). The family 

of one Mattathias organized resistance to Antiochus and his forces, with his son Judas ultimately 

leading the resistance and successfully retaking the temple in 164 BCE, though the conflict with 

the Seleucids continued for some time after.
15

 For Daniel though, such topics are simply not a 

concern. This context of the Maccabean revolt is one in the same with Daniel, but Daniel far 

from endorses this way of thinking. 

The aforementioned context is exactly that in which Daniel 7-12 must be read. It is here 

that we find the actions of Antiochus that provoked the author of Daniel. It is only when Gentile 

                                                           
12

 Anathea Portier-Young, Apocalypse Against Empire: Theologies of Resistance in Early Judaism (Grand Rapids, 

MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2011), 92.  
13

 Andrew Traver ed, From Polis to Empire- The Ancient World 800 B.C.-A. D. 500 (Westport, CT: Greenwood 

Publishing Group, 2002), 30.  
14

 Daniel Harrington, The Maccabean Revolt: Anatomy of a Biblical Revolution (Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, 

1988), 64.  
15

 Ibid., 70.  
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kings begin to molest, if not fundamentally alter the Judean cultic and Temple establishment that 

we see the crisis that necessitated the apocalyptic speculation and thinking advocated by Daniel. 

In contrast to 1 and 2 Maccabees, these chapters contain no references to cultural changes 

brought about by the Greeks, but only the religious and political. The actual actions that inspired 

the author of Daniel to write down his new teachings came from different figures at different 

times. They range from the actions of Heliodorous during the reign of Seleucus IV Philopator (2 

Macc 3:9-14) to the much more significant actions of Antiochus IV Epiphanes. The author of 

Daniel 7-12 was clearly most perturbed and inspired by the actions of this king in particular. 

This, “contemptible person” (Dan 11:21) was most fervent in his persecution of the Judean cultic 

establishment, namely the Jerusalem Temple and its sacrificial order. While other kings such as 

Seleucus IV went after the cultic establishment for politico-economic reasons
16

 it is apparent that 

Antiochus persecuted the Judean cultus for different reasons and to an unprecedented extent. The 

desolation of the Temple is not as the author of 2 Maccabees describes it, namely as another 

element of Hellenism versus Judaism, with both understood as distinctive, irreconcilable ways of 

life (2 Mac 4:13).
17

 For the author of Daniel 7-12, it was an attack on God himself; an attempt to 

alter the fundamental nature and order of life and the universe. This is clearly reflected in Daniel 

7, whose author understands Antiochus’ arrival as a return to the primordial chaos of creation.
18

 

Chapters 8-12 also contain references to other actions by Antiochus, including his removal of the 

high priest, ending, “the regular burnt offering” (8:11-12), outlawing circumcision and 

establishing the “abomination that makes desolate” (11:30) in the Temple. Josephus describes 

the “abomination that makes desolate” as the construction of a new altar in the Temple upon 

                                                           
16

 Portier-Young, 91.  
17

 Ibid., 92. 
18

 Portier-Young, 171; Word Biblical Commentary 30, 160.  
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which swine were sacrificed.
19

 It was these events that were the primary cause for the authors of 

Daniel 7-12 to write their new instruction for the people of Judea.  

Daniel 1-6: A Brief Summary 

As previously intoned, I shall give a brief mention of the content of chapters 1-6. This is 

primarily due to the fact that this is a work dedicated to the understanding of Daniel as an 

apocalyptic text, a genre chapters 1-6 plainly do not fall in. In general the narratives of chapters 

1-6 reflect the circumstances of Jews living under Gentile rulers and who, while facing 

discrimination, were not necessarily persecuted solely for their Jewish identity; there is no 

inherent conflict between Jew and Gentile reflected in these chapters. Generally, the message of 

these chapters is threefold – first, that by maintaining faith in God and living as a proper Jew in a 

foreign land that God will reward your piety (Dan 1:8-21; 3:29-30; 5:29) and secondly, that the 

new seemingly chaotic circumstances that Jews are living in are a part of a divine, predetermined 

plan of history (2:31-45; 4:34-35; 5:18-22) and that God will protect his people and is with them 

even in a foreign land (3:24-27; 4:23; 6:19-28). In general we find little to suggest that the 

authors of these texts felt that their world was coming to an end or that Gentile rulers were the 

source of problems (With Daniel 2 being something of an exception). These chapters also help to 

establish the connection of Daniel with dreams, though in chapters 1-6 Daniel is the interpreter 

of dreams, whereas in 7-12 he himself is the dreamer.  

This is not to say that these texts were seen as irrelevant during the Antiochene crisis, 

though to what extent they may have been circulated during that time is unclear and well beyond 

the scope of this chapter. Take Daniel 3 as an example. While the date of the work does not place 

                                                           
19

 Falvius Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, 12.248.  
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it in the second century, it likely circulated and was added to the final Daniel collection as it 

certainly is pertinent to those facing violent persecution.
20

 In chapter 3 the three companions of 

Daniel are rescued by God from a fiery death sentence imposed on them for their refusal to 

worship a golden statue.  

Excursus on Daniel 2 and the Four Kingdom Schema 

 Daniel 2 is the sole chapter of 1-6 that needs a full examination for the purposes of this 

chapter of my research. While it does not provide any sort of advice for somebody living in the 

context of the Hellenistic world, its content, namely its four kingdom schema, influences the 

writing of chapters 7-12. In its original context of the diaspora, Daniel 2 offers edification; its 

Four Kingdom Schema provides reassurance that in a world that seems to have all semblance of 

order that is in fact all part of a perfectly guided divine plan, the evidence of which has only 

recently passed. As Redditt summarizes,  

“…these presentations suggests that the author(s) of Daniel thought history was going 

downhill, that the period of foreign control over Israel was limited, and that God would 

rescue God’s people – and soon. Moreover, the old system of world kingdoms 

succeeding one another would be replaced by a new one, God’s kingdom…”
21

  

Hartman and DiLella present a very similar interpretation
22

; Collins is inclined to agree
23

. This 

deterministic worldview and “interest in political prophecy”
24

 play a profound role in later 

apocalyptic speculation and in the book of Daniel itself. We see the four kingdom schema 

                                                           
20

 Portier-Young, 194-195.  
21

 Redditt, 185. 
22

 The Anchor Bible 23, 143. 
23

 John Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic Literature 2
nd

 ed. (Grand 

Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 1998), 97; Ibid., 98. 
24

 Ibid., 97. 
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reappear in Daniel 7 to the extent that the author of Daniel 7 directly copied some unusual 

wording of Daniel 2 into his work.
25

  

In chapter 2 we see Daniel in the court of King Nebuchadrezzar who has vivid dreams he 

does not understand. When, “the magicians, the enchanters, the sorcerers and the Chaldeans” 

(Dan 2:2) are unable to recount the dream and its interpretation, he orders them all, Daniel 

included, to be killed (Dan 2:12). After a prayer with his fellow Jews, Daniel is able to 

successfully interpret the dream which contains the aforementioned four kingdom schema (Dan 

2:17-24). Daniel describes the King’s dream of, “a great statue” with its head made of gold, its 

chest silver, thighs bronze, legs of iron and feet of iron mixed with clay. The statue is then struck 

in the feet by a stone that proceeded to fill the entirety of the earth. Nebuchadrezzar is told by 

Daniel that he is the head of gold and that three inferior kingdoms represented by the other 

metals are to follow his. After the final kingdom it is said God will establish an eternal kingdom. 

Nebuchadrezzar then lavishes rewards upon Daniel and his fellow Jews. 

The different metals that comprise the statue are interpreted as having political meaning- 

they represent kingdoms which become progressively worse. As Daniel states, the head of gold 

represents the Babylonian Kingdom, the chest of silver the Median Kingdom, the thighs of 

bronze the Persians, the legs of iron the Greeks and the feet of iron and clay the Seleucid 

successor kingdom, the worst of all four kingdoms portrayed in the statue. The verses on the, 

“…legs of iron,” (Dan 2:33) and the “feet partly of iron and partly of clay” (Dan 2:33-34; 40-43) 

reveal much about the original purpose of the narrative and its likely provenance. It is apparent 

from Daniel’s interpretation of the dream where he says, “And there shall be a fourth kingdom, 

strong as iron; just as iron crushes and smashes everything, it shall crush and shatter all these” 

                                                           
25

 The Anchor Bible 23, 208.  
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(Dan 2:40) that the legs of solid iron refer to the unified Greek kingdom of Alexander the Great. 

The fact that the kingdom represented by the legs of iron will, “crush and shatter all these” (Dan 

2:40) perfectly corresponds to the time of Alexander’s conquest. Then we see that the iron 

becomes corrupted with clay, which symbolizes weakness - the mixed clay and iron is plainly 

weaker than the solid iron. We further see in 2:43 the two actively mixing; it is not presented in 

the past tense. As Hartman and DiLella state, “…the marriages between the Seleucids and the 

Ptolemies…failed to achieve lasting peace between these two rival houses.”
26

 This sort of 

speculation is quite consistent with Daniel 2 itself as the different sections of the statue are 

clearly understood as representing kingdoms. From this we can conclude that the narrative was 

composed after the breakup of Alexander’s empire.   

 There is apparent pragmatism about Gentile rulers in Daniel 2 as Nebuchadrezzar is 

presented as “the head of gold” (Dan 2:38) and upon Daniel’s successful conclusion of the 

“mystery,” the king “…promoted Daniel, gave him many great gifts, and made him ruler over 

the whole province of Babylon and chief prefect over all the wise men of Babylon” (Dan 2:48). 

The original message that if one maintains his Jewish identity, God will ensure one’s reward 

through Gentile rulers whose rule functions as a part of a divine plan.  

Section II 

Daniel 7 – 12 

 Daniel 7-12 has fascinated people across time. Yet its famous visions are inseparably 

rooted to a political crisis that struck Israel in the 2
nd

 century BCE with the arrival of Alexander 

and the subsequent fragmentation of his empire leading to the arrival of Antiochus IV Epiphanes. 
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This legacy of persecution left an indelible but seemingly ignored imprint upon the book. As 

James notes, “The book is plainly aimed at the situation created by the Antiochian persecution” 

(original emphasis).
27

 For the purposes of making my final argument of how the book was 

understood in its original context, I shall now briefly summarize the significant points of 

chapters 7-12.  

 To briefly summarize Daniel 7, Daniel has a vision in which he observes four beasts 

emerging from the sea; the first is a lion-eagle hybrid, the second a bear, the third a winged 

leopard. The fourth beast is described as the most terrifying and destructive and as having ten 

horns. One of the horns displaces three others and speaks arrogantly. God and his divine 

attendants appear and the beast is destroyed. An angelic figure then comes to rule eternally and 

worldwide. Daniel then asks an angelic attendant about the fourth beast and is informed that the 

horn of the fourth beast is permitted to war with, “the holy ones” and shall blaspheme God and 

attempt to alter his order for the universe for three and a half years. The horn is then destroyed 

(again) and the holy ones receive eternal, global rule.    

Given the significant stylistic and content shifts we see in Daniel 7, it is understood as the 

first apocalyptic vision in Daniel. Apocalypticism is characterized by vague, enigmatic visions of 

worldwide import, often about the end of time, that are interpreted by an angelic intermediary for 

a renowned, legendary figure.
28

 The shift to apocalyptic is immediately apparent as we now have 

Daniel as the recipient of visions. In it, we see a return to the four kingdom motif of Daniel 2, 

with four beasts, representing the kingdoms of Babylon, Media, Persia and Greece coming from 

the sea in a return to primordial chaos. The arrival of the four is controlled by God; all events in 
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the chapter are clearly under his direct, personal oversight. Just like Daniel 2, the fourth beast 

represents Greece, and it is made apparent that this kingdom more than any of the others will be 

the source of great trouble. The original message of Daniel 2 is somewhat unaltered in Daniel 7; 

in both cases it reflects the belief that in a world that has apparently lost all sense of order that 

there is in fact a divine plan that governs all things, including the human rulers of the Earth. It is 

not this lesson however that influences the author of Daniel 7; rather it is the framework that 

there is a set, preordained order to those kingdoms who shall rule the world that influences the 

author of Daniel 7. We see this continuity in Daniel 7 as in both cases the fourth kingdoms in 

their respective chapters are understood as the worst and most destructive- the kingdom of iron 

in Daniel 2 corresponds to the fourth beast of Daniel 7which is also associated with iron (Dan 

7:7). The little horn is a clear reference to Antiochus- it describes his actions against the Judea 

cultus and has a veiled description of his rise to power by usurping the legitimate heirs to the 

throne. God himself then arrives to destroy the horn for its actions, an event the author feels is 

not far removed from his time, though it is later described as happening after the famous, “time, 

two times and half a time” (Dan 7:25). We then have the arrival of an angelic figure, the 

enigmatic “one like a son of man” (Dan 7:13) who along with, “the holy ones” rules the world 

for eternity after the destruction of the beast.
29

 

The identity of the horn here is critical for understanding how the book was read at the 

time of its authorship. The means of its rise to prominence and subsequent actions clearly mark 

the horn as a veiled reference to Antiochus. When we see one of the fourth beast’s horns rising 

above three of the others, which, “were plucked up by the roots” (Dan 7:8); this is a clear 

reference to the rise of Antiochus and his seizure of power.  Antiochus did not come to power 
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through normal channels, but was a successful usurper who overcame three competitors for the 

throne. The identity of the ten horns is debatable
30

 though the identity of the three horns is much 

more likely the procession of kings preceding Antiochus, namely Selecus, Demetrius and 

Heliodorus.
31

 The horns actions of, “he shall speak words against the Most High, shall wear out 

the holy ones of the Most High and shall attempt to change the sacred seasons and the law” (Dan 

7:25) indicate the author understood this Gentile king as attempting to fundamentally alter God’s 

control of the world’s order.
32

 The proper functioning of the temple cult and the observance of 

the law was understood as a crucial part of God’s plan for the world; it was how he expected 

things to go. The anti-Judean policies of Antiochus went beyond his construction of an altar to 

Zeus (the “abomination of desolation” of 1 Macc 1:54; Dan 8:13; 9:27) however. This was 

merely a part of an effort by Antiochus to fully eradicate the distinctive Judean identity- actions 

such as outlawing circumcision, burning Torah scrolls and outlawing observance of Jewish 

holidays, among things. Any alteration of this plan was seen as a challenge to God’s authority 

and judgment. Equally important though is what this chapter says about Antiochus and what is to 

be done about him. The text is notable for its lack of a call to action; in fact chapter 7 makes no 

recommendations for any sort of action. Rather the persecuted faithful are to wait three and a 

half years, “the time, two times and half a time” of 7:25 where a “time” means a year, as the 

destruction of Antiochus will occur as a part of God’s ultimate plan (7:9-12; 7:26-27). This time 

motif of three and a half years is important to Daniel 7-12 as it corresponds to the same length of 

time Antiochus’ altar was in the Jerusalem Temple. According to the text Antiochus is to be 

destroyed by God himself after facing divine judgment- there is no human action that brings 

about his end. All the actions done by Antiochus are overseen by God; he alone grants Antiochus 
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the authority to do what he does. This notion is significant for all of 7-12 and is one of the 

work’s primary messages. God will then send the angelic, messianic Son of Man, not to destroy 

the Antiochene forces of evil, but to rule on Earth, ensuring that God’s presence there and among 

his people shall never waver.   

 Daniel 7 also gives us the first mention of “the holy ones of the most high” attacked by 

the little horn, whose identity is unclear, but who later become significant for our understanding 

of these chapters. In Daniel 7, they represent the persecuted faithful who resist the decrees of 

Antiochus. Collins indicates that the actions of the holy ones may be understood as having a 

parallel in the cosmic realm- just as the holy ones resist Antiochan persecution on earth, they do 

so in heaven as well. This notion is much more developed in chapter 11 as we will soon see. 

Daniel sees that the horn of the fourth beast is warring with the holy ones and is attempting to 

alter the fundamental order of the universe in doing so. It is also notable that these events, 

especially the “abomination of desolation” are described as occurring for, “a time, two times and 

half a time” (7:25) which is meant to refer to three and a half years- roughly the same amount of 

time the temple was desolated by Antiochus. The vision and its message are quite unprecedented 

as Daniel himself, previously portrayed as the master dream interpreter, asks for their meaning. 

There is then a brief excursus on the identity of the fourth beast, including his actions that have 

earned him divine judgment, especially his actions against, “the holy ones of the most high” 

again (Dan 7:15-17). Finally we again see the beast’s authority removed from its very source – 

God and the beast destroyed and a millennial age of peace ensues.  

Daniel 8: History Represented as Animals 
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 Daniel 8 is significant as it emphasizes one of the main messages of these chapters; 

namely that the Antiochene persecution is to be short in duration, and while representing a 

rebellion against God himself, is directly under his control. It also contains chapters 7-12’s other 

primary message that human resistance is futile and pointless. These points are central to all of 7-

12 and are pivotal to my own argument for how we are to understand this section of Daniel in its 

original context. While there are palpable changes from Daniel 7, namely that where Daniel 8 is 

direct and concrete, Daniel 7 is symbolic and mysterious
33

 though both are consistent with the 

major themes of Daniel 7-12. Daniel 7 focuses on history in a broader, longer term view- it has 

four beasts representing empires that ruled for hundreds of years; whereas Daniel 8’s historical 

focus is in a much smaller scale- it focuses on individual rulers. Daniel 7 represents things with 

supernatural beasts and has other visions of the supernatural- the Ancient of Days, the divine 

throne and an angelic court of justice. It is worth noting that the idea of replaying history with 

major figures represented as animals is not unique to Daniel- the very same idea is found in the 

“Animal Apocalypse” found in the book of 1 Enoch- also written in the Maccabean era.
34

 Daniel 

8 however has history represented with animals and focuses on specific actions of Antiochus on 

earth- there is not as much of a focus on the cosmic. There is the introduction of animals as 

representing kingdoms, but it this message of a divine plan for history that is important.  

 In Daniel 8 we see Daniel receiving a vision of a goat and ram, with the goat representing 

Greece and the Ram Persia. The goat then tramples the ram, grows to a great size and has its, 

“great horn” broken off and four more horns rise in its place. Then a fifth horn rises, throws 

down some stars, “the host of heaven,” and ends the burnt offering and takes over the temple 

sanctuary. Daniel is then told that the host of heaven has been given to the horn, clearly 
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representing Antiochus, for about three and a half years. The Archangel Gabriel then explains the 

vision to the terrified Daniel. He is told that the vision is for “the time of the end” and that the 

goat represents Greece and the Ram Persia. Daniel is then told about the fifth kingdom that rises 

from Greece and the terrible deeds that will be perpetrated by a terrible king. He is specifically 

told that the king will destroy, “the holy ones,” shall think highly of himself and will go so far as 

to rebel against God. Gabriel then informs Daniel that the kings will be defeated, but not by 

human action. He is then told to “seal up the vision, for it refers to many days from now” - and is 

struck ill by the entire event. 

Another one of the main points of these apocalyptic visions can be found in chapter 8- 

that Antiochus’ persecution is a doomed rebellion against God himself. Antiochus’ actions were 

seen as rebellious against God and his dominion by the author as it says Antiochus “…grew as 

high as the host of heaven. It threw down to the earth some of the host and some of the stars, and 

trampled on them” (Dan 8:10). The meaning here of host or stars is difficult. The term “host” 

would seem to be an imperfect translation of צבא which would be better translated as “army.” It 

is possible that the verse alludes to Isaiah 14:12-21 which is a prophecy referring to a king who 

attempts to exult himself above God and “Above the stars of God” (Isaiah 14:13). Rather the 

attack on the stars more likely represents an attack on a symbolized divine army; Antiochus has 

grown so arrogant as to attack the divine power which controls his destiny. We see here another 

one of the main ways the authors of this section conceptualized the actions of Antiochus, “The 

real struggle is being fought between the angelic princes.”
35

 The description of Antiochus’ 

destruction of the stars not only emphasizes his rebellion against God, but the actual war that is 

concurrently occurring in heaven. This emphasizes another key point. His actions that rebel 
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against God himself also happen only because God allows him to do so. Antiochus does not do 

any of his persecutory actions by his own power as God still controls his ability to do so. He does 

not for example end the burnt offering by his own power, as we see “the host was given over to 

it” by God. The aforementioned time limit to his actions further emphasizes Antiochus’ lack of 

control of his own actions. Thus from chapter 8 we see the central messages of a brief, 

preordained persecution under the direct oversight of God as a part of a divine plan. One other 

critical element to deciphering Daniel 8 can be found in the instruction to seal up the vision. The 

intent is to portray the vision as though Daniel predicted events in the sixth century BCE rather 

than the second century BCE- the very essence of what is referred to as ex eventu prophecy. 

The vision of the goat and ram in Daniel 8 reassures the reader that the events unfolding 

before them are part of a plan. This is made plainly apparent when the angelic interpreter says 

exactly that to Daniel at 8:20. In fact the actions of the “little horn” representing Antiochus are 

even given a firm ending date, namely after, “two thousand three hundred evenings and 

mornings.” This reinforces the central message of these chapters that the Antiochene crisis is a 

controlled event that is to be short in nature. Finally we are told that the, “king of bold 

countenance…shall be broken, and not by human hands” (Dan 8:23-25). Here we see one of the 

main messages of Daniel, especially that of Dan 7-12. Daniel never counsels violence as a means 

to restore divine order, God alone is capable of doing so. The authors simply don’t see a need to 

try and end Antiochus’ actions by their own power as God is already planning to end them 

anyways. If humans are to fight back, this seems to imply that God does not control what is 

happening on Earth. Likewise the people are not to take up arms and fight as the fight is to be 

conducted in the cosmic realm through their faith and piety.  

Daniel 9: Prayers for Forgiveness and the Seventy Weeks of Antiochus 
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 Chapter 9 is for the most part a prayer of Daniel, attempting to invoke divine favor upon 

the people in spite of their failure to uphold the law. While it does contain many of the main 

points central to the apocalyptic chapters, this is not its sole focus. Chapter 9 seeks to reassure 

the people that while Antiochus’ persecution of the people of Judah is under divine purview, it is 

not a new punishment that is being placed upon them. Chapter 9 for the most part consists of a 

lengthy prayer of Daniel and a brief message delivered by Gabriel. Daniel 9 is notable as it 

references Daniel reading and interpreting scripture, more specifically Jeremiah and his 

prophecies of destruction of Jerusalem. Daniel’s interpretation of Jeremiah indicates it was not 

written in the time of the Babylonian Empire- Daniel assumes Jeremiah’s writings are from a 

distant time. In Daniel’s prayer, he confesses the collective disobedience of Israel and 

emphasizes the absolute dominion of God and his ability to meter out punishment and 

forgiveness. Daniel intones that the failure of the people to keep their covenantal obligations has 

resulted in God invoking the curses of the covenant. Finally Daniel begs for God’s forgiveness 

for the sake of his name and Jerusalem. Daniel is then visited by Gabriel who is told in vague 

terms that the Chief Priest is to be removed from office by an invading prince who is to destroy 

the temple and Jerusalem. He is also told that there is to be a flood and war and that the invading 

prince is to make a covenant with some of the people, “for one week” and will end the sacrifices, 

“for half of the week” setting up, “an abomination that desolates” (9:27) - the altar Antiochus 

erected in the Jerusalem Temple. Finally Daniel is told that the invading prince, clearly 

representing Antiochus IV, is to have a, “decreed end…poured out upon” him (9:27).  

The reference to Jeremiah and his prophecy of seventy weeks of punishment upon Israel 

is understood as culminating with the desecration of the temple and the actions of Antiochus 

after which the sin of Israel shall be atoned for, the temple restored and Antiochus removed, 
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though this last element is an inference.  The interpretation of the prophecy of Jeremiah is an 

interesting one- Daniel understands Jeremiah as describing seventy weeks of years for a total of 

490 years- a slight deviation from Jeremiah’s original message of seventy years. At a minimum 

though, it is a return to the pivotal notion that all aspects of the Antiochene crisis are to be 

limited in duration. The author’s focus on the restoration of the temple and the cleansing from 

sin (9:24-27) indicates he may have been of the priestly class or at a minimum, an extremely 

pious author, more concerned with righting cosmic wrongs than temporal. Likewise the author 

clearly understands events relating to the High Priest as historically significant, using them as 

dating landmarks for the seventy weeks. (Dan 9:25-26). More specifically, this relates to the 

assassination of the High Priest Onias III whose death occurred in the midst of the Maccabean 

crisis.   

 The final verses of chapter 9 give us the author’s breakdown of the seventy weeks of 

Jeremiah through ex eventu prophecy, though not to the dramatic extent it is seen in 10-12. The 

seventy weeks comes from Jeremiah 24:11, stating that Israel shall be subjugated by Babylon for 

seventy years. Daniel interprets this to refer to seventy weeks of years, or more explicitly, 490 

years. In Daniel’s interpretation, each day in a, “week” represents one year. This makes Daniel’s 

references to weeks and half weeks in 9:27 much more clear- a half a week of years would mean 

three and a half years- a common dating trope in Daniel. The period of sixty-two weeks 

describes the time after the reconstruction of Jerusalem where the city survived in a relative state 

of peace until the troubles associated with Antiochus began, likely the “troubled time” (Dan 

9:25). We also see that the prince (representing Antiochus) makes, “a strong covenant with 

many” yet we have no record of any covenants from this time relating to Antiochus. Rather it 

more likely refers to the support that Antiochus received from Hellenized Jews at the time. 
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Portier-Young rightly suggests Daniel’s usage of “covenant” as describing a new, profane 

covenant opposed to the covenant between the people and God. It could merely be the author’s 

euphemism for support or agreement with some Judeans, which Antiochus clearly had at the 

time. Antiochus, in his failed effort to rebel against the authority of God, here tries to make a 

covenant contrary to that between the people and God. He attempts to overtake the religious 

institution central to the Judean people’s identity and that defines their relationship with God as 

the chosen people. Finally the description of Antiochus ending the, “sacrifice and offering” and 

replacing it with the famous, “abomination that desolates” shows that the author is again only 

concerned with cultic elements. The notion of a predetermined end and outcome is clearly 

emphasized here by the verse anticipating when, “the decreed end is poured out upon the 

desolator” (Dan 9:27). In chapter 9 the theme of determinism is so strong there is even 

something of a schedule provided by the sixty-two and seventy weeks. Events in the Antiochene 

persecution are seen as playing out as a part of a divine schedule of events. 

The prayer of Daniel (9:3-20) is a fitting element for the time of its authorship. For a 

people needing explanation and reassurance, the prayer perfectly fits the bill. It explains the 

cause of the persecution of its audience, reassures its cause is not unjust and unknown and the 

God has not abandoned his people. It has been noted that the Hebrew of the prayer is far better 

than the difficult Hebrew that dominates the later chapters. While Goldingay suggests it is a 

complete addition in its own right, I feel it was added in the same time period, but was written by 

a different author. The prayer so plainly matches the needs and circumstances of the time that I 

feel it was from the time as all of chapter 9.  The appearance of Gabriel in this case is notable as 

it is not to interpret a vision; rather it is to directly deliver a divine message. The millennial 

ideals described by Gabriel channel the prophets and their predictions and offer hope of 
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restoration. However the remainder of chapter 9 changes dramatically from the prayer of Daniel 

to the message of Gabriel (9:24-27) where we see more emphasis on one of the main points of 

the apocalyptic chapters- determinism. Determinism in this sense describes a teleological 

understanding of history- that all human events are on a divinely controlled path towards a 

certain, inevitable conclusion.  

Daniel 10-12 

 Chapters ten to twelve are set in, “the third year of King Cyrus of Persia” (10:1). Daniel 

is given a message by an angelic figure, likely Gabriel by the river Tigris. Daniel is informed that 

Gabriel has been opposed by, “the prince of the kingdom of Persia” in the heavenly realm, and 

that he has given the fight in heaven to Michael while he informs the people of Israel of God’s 

plans. Gabriel also says that he is to fight, “the prince of Greece” as well. Gabriel then launches 

into a massive review of ancient near eastern history from the Hellenistic period in the form of 

ex eventu prophecy. Through vague terms Gabriel traces a succession of Seleucid and Ptolemaic 

kings that is generally quite accurate- there are few if any historical errors. Verses 5-6 for 

example perfectly describe the marriage of Bernice- the daughter of Ptolemy II to Antiochus II 

as a part of a peace treaty between the two in 252 BCE.
36

 At 11:21 we see the introduction of 

Antiochus IV, “a contemptible person” with a description of his backhanded rise to power. There 

is then an equally accurate description of the reign of Antiochus and attempts to remove him 

from power. We then see Antiochus’ attempts to invade Egypt thwarted by Rome and his 

subsequent attack on the temple cult.  
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 Chapter 11 also introduces us to, “the wise among the people” or the “maskilim” who, 

“shall give understanding to many” but who die in the process for their faith. Those who die are 

understood as receiving a heavenly reward. The author then returns to describing Antiochus’ 

actions of blaspheming Yahweh and worshipping foreign Gods. Especially exemplary of this is 

11:36 where we see that Antiochus, “…shall exalt himself and consider himself greater than any 

god…” We find Antiochus’ exalting himself as a God in his regnal epithet “Epiphanes” literally 

meaning “God Manifest.” In the final portion of Chapter 11, the author makes his attempt at 

predicting the end of Antiochus. The accurate rendition of history ends and the author predicts an 

attack by the Ptolemaic king on Antiochus who ultimately conquers Egypt, Libya and Ethiopia. 

Finally Antiochus meets a vague, ignominious end. In fact in 11:45, the most relevant verse, 

Daniel doesn’t even specify how Antiochus perishes, merely that “he shall meet his end.” Then 

the dead arise for judgment and the distribution of eschatological reward under the supervision of 

Michael. Daniel is then told to keep the revelation secret, “until the time of the end.” He is then 

told by an angelic interpreter that the events of the revelation are to occur in, “a time, two times 

and half a time.” There is a final emphasis from the angelic figure of the importance of 

understanding by, “those who are wise” before Daniel is told he is to rise at the end of days and 

the vision and book conclude. 

The introduction to chapter 10 is rather unusual. It is placed in a different time period 

than the preceding visions and specifically describes the divine revelation as a “word” rather than 

a vision or dream. Likewise the setting for chapter 10 is different as Daniel’s revelation comes 

after mourning and penitential fasting. The angel that brings the message says, “Do not fear, 

Daniel, for from the first day that you set your mind to gain understanding and to humble 

yourself before your God, your words have been heard, and I have come because of your words” 
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(Dan 10:12). It is made apparent that Daniel was seen as worthy to receive divine revelations for 

two reasons; first his desire to receive divine knowledge and second his willingness to humble 

himself before God.
37

 I feel this introduces the message of the “wise teachers.” It places 

emphasis on learning and new revelation and that seeking divine assistance can be achieved by 

solely religious means. Daniel did not receive divine benefaction due to his martial prowess but 

his faith. Therefore by opening one’s mind to new teaching and focusing on the divine aspects of 

actions instead of the earthly can one influence the outcome of world events.   

The end of chapter 10 introduces the Maskilim and their strategy of resistance through 

nonviolence and uncompromising faith. The passage goes on to redefine strength to mean the 

ability to receive divine revelation. The angel’s exhortation to be strong (10:19) is specifically in 

the context of strength in the presence of the divine and receiving divine revelation.
38

 Portier-

Young expounds on this strategy, summarizing it far more proficiently than I am capable, saying,  

“…strength for the persecuted Jews signifies above all the capacity to learn God’s will 

and teach it to others. The very act of speaking the words of revelation and teaching their 

meaning gives strength in turn to those who hear them. So empowered, these too spread 

the word to remain true to the covenant. They are emboldened by the conviction that 

despite appearances, God is in control, God is faithful and God will deliver.”
39

 

Having introduced their strategy, the next chapters contain the actual message, one that draws on 

the many tropes of Daniel, from divine authority over history to pacifist resistance. 
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Within these chapters there is an emphasis on learning and knowledge and not on 

violence as reflected in Dan 11:35- “Some of the wise shall fall, so that they may be refined, 

purified and cleansed, until the time of the end, for there is still an interval until the time 

appointed.” For the authors, knowledge of God’s true plan is the means of combating Antiochus- 

when one sees how clearly doomed Antiochus is one will know that being pious is of little risk. 

Fidelity to the covenant, learning and knowledge as propagated by the Maskilim are to be the 

weapons of those who know the true nature of the Antiochene persecution. This is not to say the 

Maskilim advocate for inaction, as evidenced by 11:32, rather, as previously mentioned, action is 

to occur in the cosmic sphere. By maintaining the very identity they are being persecuted for, 

their faith will be rewarded- in this life or the next. If one understands the true nature of 

Antiochus’ actions, simply waiting for God’s intervention is all one needs to do. Likewise if you 

do fall while waiting and maintaining your true identity, God will still reward you, but in the 

realm of the divine. In fact, your death will benefit your brethren. As Portier-Young contends, 

the language of being “refined, purified and cleansed” is the same as purification for sacrificial 

Temple rituals.  In death, the true faithful function as atonement for sin. Their deaths are 

efficacious and far from in vain as they resist Antiochus in the same heavenly sphere he seeks to 

rebel against.     

Chapter eleven begins with a somewhat dramatic continuation of chapter 10. Just as the 

angel indicated, “There is no one with me who contends against these princes except Michael” 

(10:21) Daniel now stands to offer his assistance. Daniel is used here to be a model for those 

hearing the book’s message. It is a call to those willing to stand up and help Michael, God and 

the armies of the faithful battle their enemies in the realm of the divine where the true conflict is 

rather than on Earth. Beginning at verse 2 we have a fairly accurate recounting of the history of 
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the region – its kings and wars- all from the important theological perspective of the author that 

God controls the flow of historical events. I will not attempt to address all the historical matters 

addressed in these chapters as their intricacies are far beyond the scope of this section, chapter 

and thesis. What is more significant is the role of this large, highly accurate, though somewhat 

oblique history of the Ancient Near East. They are presented as having been prophesied by 

Daniel in the sixth century BCE when they were clearly written by someone living in the second 

century.
40

 The end of Antiochus here is ignominious considering his terrible reputation. At verse 

11:40 we see the author’s sole attempt at true prophecy, as the events described here do not 

correspond to any known historical events.
41

 It is a true prophecy appended to the ex eventu 

prophecy that comprises the majority of the chapter. This is significant as it allows us to better 

date the text- the point that the when accurate rendition ends is the latest date the author was 

writing. While there was a war between the Ptolemies and Antiochus preceding his downfall, it 

certainly did not progress as 11:40-45 envisions. There simply was no massive greater conflict 

involving Edom, Moab, Libya or Ethiopia. Most significantly, Antiochus did not conquer Egypt 

(11:43). These actual, truly prophetic predictions of when Antiochus shall meet his end are 

appended to the historical ex eventu prophecy to give them credence. This verse records the 

author’s attempt at actually predicting the end of Antiochus as he actually died in Persia in 164 

BCE.
42

 The audience is supposed to conclude that if Daniel properly predicted the outcome of 

several centuries of time, surely he would correctly predict the end of Antiochus.    

 It is notable here that the author couches Antiochus rise to power in terminology such as 

“deceitfully…without warning…he shall devise plans” (11:23-24) all of which describe human 
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and not divine action. Antiochus is clearly at issue here as he did take the Seleucid throne by 

successfully by force with an army he raised after being released as a hostage in Rome
43

- a rather 

deceitful and unexpected plan. This may reflect the author’s own contempt for Antiochus
44

 or 

may be another attempt to portray Antiochus as rebelling against God. I feel this is the likely 

explanation as it makes Antiochus IV the most contemptible figure; a figure so ungodly as to 

create his own plans contrary to God’s. This is continuous with the Danielic belief that 

Antiochus’ actions against the Judean cultus are a direct rebellion against God himself. Verses 

36-39 contain the same message as we see Antiochus both rebelling against God and his 

dominion and a prearranged ending for his actions, “He shall prosper until the period of wrath is 

completed, for what is determined shall be done” (11:36).   

 Daniel 12 reaffirms the main themes I have expounded on for these chapters. After the 

fall of Antiochus, God will send Michael to ensure that order is restored. Then we have the 

distribution of eschatological rewards, where as promised, those who held true to their 

covenantal identity and faith in God will be rewarded. The reward is eternal life- one of the 

earliest mentions of such a notion in the Bible. The description is unambiguous- it plainly says, 

“to everlasting life” (Dan 12:2). There is a final reassurance that these events will play out soon 

as a part of God’s plan – they are to occur in “a time, two times and half a time” (12:7). Finally 

we are told that what was just revealed to us is a new revelation and instruction for the wise to 

understand (12:10). Chapter 12 in essence summarizes all the previously mentioned main points 

to Daniel: the persecution of Antiochus, which is part of a divinely controlled plan, shall end 

soon. Thereafter those who held to their identity as a means of resistance shall be rewarded for 

their faith.  
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How Was Daniel 7-12 Read in the Context of the Antiochene Crisis? 

  Based on this summary of Daniel 7-12 I believe we can conclude that these chapters 

represent the plan for nonviolent resistance of a small group referred to as the Maskilim to be 

taught as the proper response to the Antiochene crisis. In essence, Daniel 7-12 can be read as the 

Maskilim’s plan for theological warfare. Whereas the Macccabean response to Antiochus was to 

take up the sword and fight, Daniel 7-12 advocates patient endurance of a brief, controlled, 

preordained tribulation overseen by God at the conclusion of which all apparent troubles will end 

and an era of millennial peace under the rule of the “Son of Man” shall occur. The authors 

understand Antiochus as a Gentile ruler trying in vain to rebel against God and his plans with 

whom all power and authority are understood as residing. Finally we also see the predecessor 

tradition to the notion that at the end of the Antiochene crisis there is to be the distribution of 

eschatological rewards, with those following the Maskilim’s plan being rewarded for doing so 

and those who did not will be sent, “to shame and everlasting contempt” (12:3).  

 It is apparent from the summary of the key points of chapters 7-12 that one of the primary 

messages of the collection is a deterministic understanding of history, where all events play out 

as a part of a perfect divinely controlled plan.
45

 This element of the message is necessary as the 

authors do not want people to believe that God has abandoned them during their persecution and 

thus allowed all these events to transpire. The vision of the four beasts best explains this view. 

Given that the beasts are plainly understood as kingdoms, it would be apparent that the kingdoms 

preceding the fourth, all fell from power- just as the fourth will. It makes the crisis seem 

controlled and temporary. The Danielic trope of vague time periods emphasizes this as well. By 

providing short time periods to judge against, the authors are essentially placing Antiochus’ 
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actions on the clock and reassuring the faithful that they will soon come to an end in grand 

fashion.
46

 The “Seventy weeks; two thousand three hundred evenings and mornings; a time, two 

times and half a time” (8:14; 9:24; 12:7) all show that the events of the Antiochene persecution 

have definite endings as a part of the divine plan. The audience is constantly reassured of the 

immanence of the end of Antiochus’ times and their reward. More importantly for the message 

of the Maskilim however is that these time periods are how long the Temple is to be desolated 

for. As such it is important to note that these time periods do correspond historically with how 

long the Temple remained desolated.
47

 The actions that occur at the end of the weeks in 9:27 

shows the author is concerned with the end of two things- the end of Antiochus and the 

purification of the Temple.  

 Another key emphasis of the apocalyptic chapters of Daniel is that of absolute, 

unquestionable divine dominion. Much like historical determinism, this reassures that God has 

the power to remove Antiochus when the appointed time comes. It also informs the reader that 

all of the persecutory actions of the Gentile kings only occur because God allows them to- the 

kings and Antiochus in particular have no actual power of their own. Everything from defiling 

the sanctuary to the removal of the high priest is only because God allows it to happen. It is this 

belief in God’s absolute power that we see Antiochus’ actions juxtaposed against. Unlike the 

Maccabees who portray all aspects of change imposed by Gentile kings as being problematic for 

the chosen people
48

, Antiochus is seen as rebelling against God himself.
49

 It is for the authors of 

Daniel 7-12 that only once Antiochus entered the clearly defined realm of God, namely the 

temple, that his actions became problematic. As Portier-Young makes exceedingly clear, the 
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Temple and its contents were equated with God’s presence and the proper order of the 

universe.
50

 The judgment of the beast in Daniel 7 ties all understandings of the significance of 

the Temple, Antiochus’ rebellion and divine dominion together. Antiochus is portrayed as 

rebelling against God himself and his perfect control of the universe by defiling his own 

residence on Earth, thinking he has removed his power, presence and sway over his own people 

(7:23-25). However when God returns in judgment, it is with his complete angelic retinue- his 

power was never in real danger and his worship has gone on in heaven unimpeded (7:10).
51

 

 Daniel 7-12 also makes it apparent that the Maskilim’s plans for teaching of a new divine 

revelation to inspire the faith and zeal of the persecuted faithful is in fact a battle plan for cosmic 

warfare. It is possible to interpret the Maskilim’s plans as advocating for quite, passive tolerance 

of persecution. Rather, learning and knowledge are seen as tools of war- the plan is understood 

as far from passive in nature. It allowed the audience to feel like they were participating in a 

battle of almost incomprehensible significance, one Antiochus could not possibly win. As 

Collins so often excellently summarizes, “Behind the wars of the Hellenistic princes lies the 

heavenly combat between angelic princes…and Michael will prevail in heavenly combat”
52

 For 

the Maskilim, knowledge, learning and faithfulness are weapons in the heavenly conflict. As 

both 11:35 and 12:10 emphasize the role of the teaching as propagating purification and 

cleanliness the contrast with Antiochus’ actions of desecrating and defiling the temple cannot be 

made more apparent. Give that these actions were seen by the Maskilim as part of Antiochus 

attack on God, their efforts to purify and cleanse the Judean people in the midst of unprecedented 

ritual impurity, are in effect cosmic attacks on the actions of Antiochus. 
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 Given that the Maskilim do not advocate violent resistance, the death of those doing what 

would have been understood as proper might seem difficult to explain. This brings us to the final 

central factor affecting how Daniel 7-12 was read. The distribution of eschatological rewards 

after death and a final judgment would have been a new element to Judean religion and one 

befitting of the time.
53

 Theologically, it was no longer acceptable that those who died for their 

faith in God would not be rewarded for their covenantal fidelity. How could these people be sent 

to the same fate as those who abandoned their covenantal identity? This is where the notion of an 

eschatological distribution of reward and punishment enters the picture. After Michael comes to 

the earth to establish order again do “those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some 

to everlasting life and some to shame and everlasting contempt” (12:2). Furthermore, as 

previously noted in my summary of chapter 12, the death of the faithful is seen as efficacious. 

This is not our modern understanding of the idea of eschatological reward though- as Collins 

notes there is no mention of any sort of fiery hell; instead we see, “sinners restored to life to 

experience their disgrace.”
54

 Still it is clear though that at the end of days all people, good and 

evil alike are raised for a final judgment.  

Concluding Remarks 

 As I have clearly established, Daniel 7-12 is a collection of tales plainly intended for a 

second century BCE Judean audience, facing violent persecution at the hands of a Gentile king- 

Antiochus IV Epiphanes. The authors wrote these chapters as a plan for nonviolent resistance 

against what they see as a rebellion against God himself. Their plan calls for disseminating a new 

revelation from God- that he is control of all events as a part of his divine plan and that as a 
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result, Antiochus has no real power over God or his people. His actions will be futile and his 

efforts short lived. The best way to resist is not with sword and shield but through faithful 

patience, as the true battle is waged in the cosmic realm. If you are faithful and perish in the 

process, there is no need to worry as God has seen your faith and will reward you. Finally, when 

his plan has reached its end, he will send his personal representative to earth to restore order, at 

which time the final judgment will occur.  

 The eschatological visions of Daniel clearly stand out in the Bible. They have given us 

enigmatic tropes such as the “time, two times and half a time” and the “son of man.” These 

elements had influence well beyond their intended audience. Daniel’s ideas of a messianic figure 

sent from heaven, a deterministic plan for history, and the deterioration of the world and its 

condition before their improvement are just a few of the many Danielic figures that would exert 

influence on other authors and religious thinkers. Undeniably one of those it exerted the greatest 

influence on was the author of the book of Revelation.  
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Chapter 2: John of Patmos and the Book of Daniel: Daniel’s Influence on the 

Authorship of Revelation 

 

 There are countless places in the New Testament where we can find the influence of the 

book of Daniel. They range from the specific, such as the term “son of man” to general themes 

and ideas, such as the idea of an eschatological tyrant of evil, shaping texts and theology from 

the Apocalypse of Elijah to the focus of this chapter- Revelation. The influence that Daniel had 

on Revelation is so vast and ingrained in the text that to fully detail every reference and influence 

would require a level of detail well beyond the purposes of this work. Instead, I shall focus my 

attention on the major themes and images that Revelation takes from Daniel. Perhaps the most 

enigmatic figure in Revelation drawn from Daniel is that of the beast (Rev 13:1-4). Equally 

important is the pervasive theme of determinism. As previously established, a deterministic view 

of history and the future is a significant theme of Daniel. This notion clearly carries over to 

Revelation. History is seen as proceeding on a predetermined course and that the persecution 

currently befalling the faithful is part of a plan- evil is temporarily given authority on earth. A 

related motif that Revelation receives from Daniel is its view of time. Many of the chronological 

units found in Daniel, such as the 2,300 evenings and mornings, can be found in Revelation. 

 I will argue that there was a very specific way in which the author of Revelation read 

Daniel and used it to develop his own apocalyptic scenario. I term this the eschatological 

roadmap- the author of Revelation read Daniel as an eschatological paradigm, taking from the 

book, core apocalyptic tropes like a final judgment and determinism, as well as other more 

specific ideas, such as representing kingdoms with beasts. John did not discern the specific 

identities of those figures and places involved, such details being left to the imagination of the 
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author to fill in. However, John, the author of Revelation, was not a slavish follower and reader 

of Daniel following an exact order of events as laid out in Daniel. John did discern a general 

order of events at the end times from Daniel, but did not sit back and expect the book of Daniel 

to play out in his own time. John’s creativity in his use of Danielic imagery is evidenced by his 

combination of Daniel with other texts - Revelation does follow large swaths of Daniel, but it 

does not include all dates and events from Daniel and includes significant events from Ezekiel 

38-39 that are not found in Daniel. Perhaps the best example of John’s reading was the four 

beasts of Daniel 7. John retains the idea of beasts and their role in the eschaton, but rehashes 

them into a single beast with features of the four. 

In John’s reading of Daniel he saw God’s plan for the end of days- a beast was to rise out 

of the sea, gain a great degree of power, declare himself a god and persecute the faithful. God’s 

plan is to rescue his people from this figure of eschatological evil and ensure peace and 

tranquility for eternity hereafter. God’s people are not to attempt to alter his plans; they are to 

wait patiently. The evil tyrant then rebels against God himself who finally defeats him. The 

faithful are rewarded for eternity and those who abandoned their faith are punished for eternity. 

Obviously, this outline of events is that of Daniel 7-12, but it also describes John’s vision for his 

audience. Revelation, to an extent, is John’s means of filling in the plan laid out in Daniel. 

A Brief Overview of the Revelation of Saint John 

 Revelation opens with a description of the book’s message as well as a description of 

how the author understands his work- it is an apocalypse about Jesus Christ that is soon to be 

fulfilled. Here the author identifies himself as John- an exile on the island of Patmos- a small 
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island in the eastern Ægean Sea.
55

 In the brief blessing on the seven churches John includes a 

simple reference to Daniel, namely the description of Jesus, “coming with the clouds” (Rev 1:7; 

Dan 7:13). John then describes his journey to heaven, complete with Danielic tropes such as the 

appearance of the angel that leads his journey (Rev 1:13-15; Dan 10: 4-6). The author then 

proceeds to detail seven brief letters to seven churches in cities in southwest Asia Minor- 

Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea. While there are some 

messages specific to some churches, in general, John condemns certain actions of the churches 

while praising others for their faith and endurance. John then proceeds to enter the heavenly 

throne room and describes the divine throne and its attendants. We are also told of a scroll with 

seven seals in the right hand of God that is opened by “a little lamb standing as though it had 

been slain. It had seven horns and seven eyes…” (Rev 1:6). The slain lamb here represents Jesus. 

Here we see the start of the trope of seven, a number that appears countless times in Revelation. 

  Jesus then begins to open the seven seals, with each unleashing a series of torments upon 

the earth and its inhabitants. We learn that 144,000 people, “those who were sealed” (Rev 7:4), 

from the twelve tribes of Israel, except Dan, are to be protected from the next series of torments. 

After a brief interlude with some more gratuitous destruction, seven more torments are unleashed 

upon the earth as seven angels blow seven trumpets. John notes that “The rest of humankind, 

who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of the works of their hands or give up 

worshipping demons and idols of gold and silver and bronze and stone and wood, which cannot 

see or hear or walk” (Rev 9:20), indicative of John’s overarching disdain for pagan idolatry.  

 John is told by God to measure the temple which we learn is to be “given over to the 

nations and they will trample over the holy city for forty-two months,” (Rev 11:2), a clear 
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reference to Daniel’s three and a half years of eschatological tribulation (Dan 7:25). Elijah and 

Enoch then come to the earth to prophesize and to strike the earth with still more tribulations. 

They are then killed by Satan, but rise again and kill more people as they depart for the heavens. 

The seventh angel blows his trumpet and the final woes are to come to earth as the heavenly 

temple is opened. John then proceeds to describe his vision of “a woman clothed with the sun, 

with the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve stars” (Rev 12:1) who is in 

labor. The woman, possibly representing Israel, is giving birth to the Messiah- Jesus. However, 

John also describes a great dragon, “with seven heads and ten horns” (Rev 12:3) which shows 

influence of Daniel 7:7, based on the ten heads, that is poised to eat the child. The woman and 

her child make their escape as Michael and an angelic army war with the dragon and his angels 

and cast them from heaven. If it was not clear enough already, John states that the dragon is, 

“that ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan…” (Rev 12:9). The dragon then pursues 

the woman on earth, but she is securely hidden “for a time, times and half a time” another clear 

Danielic trope. The dragon then turns his attention to God’s faithful on earth. 

 Chapter 13 opens with our clearest and most blatant dependence on Daniel yet. John 

describes his vision of a “beast rising out of the sea, having ten horns and seven heads, and on its 

heads were blasphemous names” (Rev 13:1). Even more dramatic dependence on Daniel can be 

ascertained from verse two, “And the beast that I saw was like a leopard, its feet were like a 

bear’s, and its mouth was like a lion’s mouth.” The beast has power on earth given to it by God. 

We are also told that one of the beast’s heads has received a mortal wound, but has miraculously 

survived- a key detail for piecing together the beast’s identity. The whole earth worships and 

follows the beast which blasphemes God and rules the world for forty two months (Rev 12:5). In 

another similarity to Daniel’s portrayal of Antiochus Epiphanes we see that the beast makes “war 
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on the saints…” (Rev 12:7). John’s recommendation to the faithful is one of patient endurance- 

God as complete control over the situation and any human acts are pointless and futile. Another 

beast arises from the earth which, “exercises all the authority of the first beast on its behalf” and 

is given the ability to perform miracles to enforce worship of the first beast. The second beast 

also forces the people of the earth “to make an image for the beast that had been wounded by the 

sword and yet lived…” (Rev 12:14). All mankind is forced to receive the mark of the beast in 

order to trade. Finally and most dramatically, we learn that the number of the beast is six 

hundred sixty-six.  

 John reassures of the faithful of their deliverance and of the distribution of eschatological 

punishment on those who submit to the beasts. Jesus himself then comes to the earth and slays a 

massive amount of people such that “blood flowed… as high as a horse’s bridle, for a distance of 

about two hundred miles” (Rev 12:20). Seven more angels with seven more torments appear, 

unleashing a compendium of destruction and punishment upon those loyal to the beast. John is 

then shown a richly adorned woman, “with whom the kings of the earth have committed 

fornication” who is also described as, “the great whore” and “sitting on a scarlet beast that was 

full of blasphemous names, and it had seven heads and ten crowns.” (Rev 17:1; 17:3). Finally the 

woman is named: she is “Babylon the great, mother of whores and of earth’s abominations” (Rev 

17:5) and who is “drunk with the blood of the saints” (Rev 17:6). An angelic interpreter then 

explains that the details of the vision, most importantly that, “the seven heads are seven 

mountains” (Rev 17:9). This is followed by a long poetic lament over the destruction of the 

woman.  

 In John’s final visions, Jesus himself comes to earth as a great warrior- he comes with a 

heavenly army, wears a robe dipped in blood and has a sword coming from his mouth. He and 
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his army then defeat all the armies of the world allied with the beasts. The beasts are then 

captured and thrown into a lake of fire and sulfur. Satan himself is then locked into the same pit 

for a thousand years. All those who had died for their faith in Jesus are then given their 

eschatological reward of eternal life. After a thousand years Satan returns for a final time and 

raises a great army which is then defeated by God and condemned to eternal torment. The final 

distribution of eschatological reward and punishment follows and the vision ends with John’s 

description of a new heaven, earth and Jerusalem. The book concludes with final blessings and 

assurances that its contents are to happen soon.  

 From all of this aforementioned material we can piece together a number of central 

themes, some of which are quite similar to those found in Daniel. First and foremost, Revelation 

is a staunchly anti-Roman, anti-imperial text. The author portrays his community as in a 

profound dualistic conflict with Rome and its imperial agents- local client rulers. John develops 

this invective by reversing a number of themes the Romans themselves used to create their own 

identity. Rome understood itself as blessed with divine favor- the goddess Roma, imagined as 

seated on the Seven Hills of Rome was the source of their success.
56

 The emperors of Rome were 

viewed as gods and were to be worshipped as such. As a result of their overwhelming divine 

favor and massive empire, the Romans were understood as rulers of the entire world. John 

however inverts all of these themes in a number of ways. 

 For John, Rome is not under divine favor from the goddess Roma- Rome’s success is 

from Satan himself, whom God has allowed to create the most evil and ungodly empire the 

world has ever seen in preparation for a divine showdown that will end with the penultimate 

defeat of evil. In some cases (Ch 12 being the best example) John does away with the metaphor 
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and describes Rome as Satan itself.  Roma is not a beautiful goddess reclining on seven hills- she 

is the great whore with whom all the rulers of the earth desire to sleep with (Rev 17:2). Finally 

and most importantly, the emperors are not gods and as such are completely undeserving of 

worship. The emperors of Rome were Satan’s agents on earth who were destined for destruction. 

The local client rulers who enforced emperor worship were merely pawns in Satan’s great game. 

John does however reserve a special place for one Roman emperor in particular- Nero.  

 Just as the authors of Daniel 7-12 had an evil ruler to focus their wrath upon, namely 

Antiochus IV Epiphanes, so too did John. In John’s time, it was well known that the Emperor 

Nero had from time to time pursued virulent antichristian policies as the Roman historian Tacitus 

attests.
57

 While there had been other emperors that had pursued antichristian policies, none took 

it as far as Nero. There are two particular passages I shall briefly focus on to demonstrate that 

Nero is likely referred to in the text. First is the famous number of six hundred and sixty-six. 

This number most likely stems from the ancient tradition of gematria- the assignment of 

numerical values to letters, allowing words to have numbers associated with them. Given that 

John instructs, “to calculate the number of the beast” as well as that “it is the number of a man” it 

is simple to conclude that six hundred and sixty-six is a cipher for the name of a specific 

individual. By using the name Neron Caesar can the number 666 be calculated. The veracity of 

this theory is backed up by some early textual variants using the number 616 instead which can 

be explained by the use of the name Nero Caesar instead.
58

 It must be noted here that the heads 

of the beast of Rev 13 represent ten emperors. These particular foci and references to specific 

persons also allow us to date such portions of the text to the 60s, though most scholars agree the 
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book reached its final form during the reign of the emperor Domitian, also known for persecuting 

Christians
59

 in around 95-96 CE.
60

  

How Did John Read Daniel? 

In spite of the apparent continuity between Daniel and Revelation, there is not a single citation of 

any such influential scripture in Revelation. Revelation draws from many prophets from the 

Hebrew Bible, especially Ezekiel and Zechariah. For John, Daniel is not a prophetic work- there 

is no need to cite an exact prophecy of Daniel that John understands as fulfilled. It is important to 

note John never cites scripture, despite his heavy reliance upon it.
61

 Rather it is used in two ways. 

First and most significantly, Daniel is seen as a general paradigm for events in the future. It is not 

understood as an exact plan for the end times, but a general idea to be applied to John’s time. 

John was much more reliant on Daniel than any other book to frame and structure his prophecy. 

John saw Daniel as laying out the sequence of events that was to occur before the end of days, 

which was to happen in his own time. As such, we will clearly see that as John read Daniel, he 

found events in his own time that corresponded to the prophecies of Daniel- I do not believe 

John attempted to make Daniel fit his preexisting apocalyptic scenario. To elucidate this, John 

did not have a plan already laid out in his mind and then attempted to make Daniel a part of it, 

rather he read Daniel and found those parts that matched with his own time. Secondly, Daniel is 

seen as a grab bag of imagery for John to use to construct his apocalyptic scenario. Take the 

beast of Revelation for example. It clearly combines the distinct elements of the four beasts of 
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Revelation 7 into the single beast of Revelation 13, a section I examine in much more detail to 

follow.  

In a greater sense, Daniel likely served as the greatest influence on John’s thinking 

because of its apocalyptic, dualistic, deterministic nature. These particular thematic tropes are 

inseparable from John’s Apocalypse. This is not to say, however, that John got these themes only 

because they are found in Daniel and some prophetic texts, rather these texts in particular best fit 

his mindset that he world is soon coming to an end. He makes this point clear immediately- It is 

his very first verse (Rev 1:1). The thematic similarities between Revelation and Daniel are 

striking as both are apocalypses and thus share the same hallmarks of the genre. Both texts 

attempt to deal with a theological crisis- why are the faithful people of God being persecuted by 

an evil, unholy empire? Likewise both understand evil as having been given power and authority 

on Earth by God as part of a divine plan to bring about the absolute defeat of evil. Given the 

remarkable similarity between the political situations of Daniel and Revelation it becomes quite 

clear why John turned to Daniel to help explain his own times. This brings us to an important 

question though- what exactly was the situation that caused John to turn to Daniel to help explain 

his own times? 

 Based on a close reading of the text of Revelation, it becomes apparent that John wrote 

his Apocalypse in response to persecution. At the time Christianity had an almost unique 

distinction; along with Judaism, it was one of two “cults in the empire that ran afoul of Rome’s 

general policy of toleration.”
62

 John saw the persecution facing his people as coming from Satan 

himself- a theme not unique to John but prevalent in Christianity.
63

 We must ask though to what 
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extent John’s community was actually facing persecution. In John’s mind, Christians were facing 

massive persecution as a part of a demonic conspiracy whereby Satan himself controlled the 

Roman Empire and used it to destroy God’s faithful people- a global satanic conspiracy.
 64

 One 

clear sign of how John understood the persecution of Christians can be found in Revelation 13. 

John talks about a beast that comes from the earth and that, “exercises all the authority of the 

first beast on its behalf” and forces people to worship the first beast. This is a rather clear 

reference to Roman client rulers who enforced the Roman imperial cult of emperor worship to 

demonstrate their commitment to Rome. Certainly there was persecution of Christians as an 

officially endorsed Roman imperial policy.
65

 However this is little evidence to indicate it was 

part of a systemic attempt to eradicate Christians as John sees things. The writings of Tacitus and 

Pliny the Younger seem to indicate that persecution of Christians was done to scapegoat them for 

issues such as the fire that destroyed Rome in 64 CE or to enforce proper Roman mores.
66

 It is 

much more likely that persecution of Christians was one of popular resentment- violence against 

Christians would take the form of mobs, but only after natural disasters where they were used as 

scapegoats.
67

 de Vos also argues that persecution was often done out of convenience for 

economic reasons.
68

 Thus it seems that the mindset behind Revelation and John’s usage of 

Daniel is one of paranoia and fear of a great Roman conspiracy to eradicate Christianity, though 

this was clearly not official Roman policy.  
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The Beasts 

One of the primary ways John applied Daniel in his apocalypse was as a source of 

imagery.
69

 As previously mentioned apocalyptic texts like Daniel and protoapocalyptic texts like 

Zechariah provide the best sources for John. It is important to note however that John’s usage of 

Daniel as an imagery source is a secondary product- his primary intent was to guide his own 

prophetic plan. John relies on Daniel not for quotations but ideas- vague notions like 

determinism, enigmatic figures like the eschatological tyrant and memorable quotes like, “the 

son of man.”
70

 A more succinct analysis of this idea states, “John reworks such texts and images 

not in a way that suggests slavish quotation of individual passages, but a redeployment of 

inherited metaphors…making older formulas and themes interact with new situations.”
71

 

However, the specific Danielic imagery John includes in his scenario is simply inseparable from 

Daniel’s primary message- John simply had to include it.    

 The most dramatic and enigmatic influence of Daniel on Revelation can clearly be found 

in the beast of Revelation 13. In this chapter, John describes a beast rising out of the sea. The 

beast has ten horns, seven heads and ten crowns. He describes the beast as looking like a leopard, 

with feet like a bear’s and a lion’s mouth. Satan, portrayed as a dragon, gives the beast power 

and authority. One of the beast’s heads apparently survived a mortal wound as well. The people 

then worship the beast and the dragon (Rev 13:1-4).  As in Daniel 7, the singular beast of 

Revelation rises from the sea (Dan 7:2-3; Rev 13:1). While there are older traditions associating 

the end of days with the seas of primeval chaos (Isaiah 27), Daniel has the clearest reference to 
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this notion. This is quite apparent even in English- in both Daniel and Revelation the beast(s) 

emerge from the sea. The four separate beasts of Daniel 7 are combined into the single beast of 

Revelation. The “ten horns” of Revelation’s beast come from the fourth beast of Daniel (Rev 

13:1; Dan 7:7). The most interesting combination of features though comes through in 

Revelation 13:2. The beast is there described as, “like a leopard, its feet were like a bear’s, and 

its mouth was like a lion’s mouth.” This is a clear combination of the features of the first, second 

and third beasts of Daniel as illustrated below:  

The Beast of 

Revelation 

Source Corresponding  

Beast of Daniel 

Source 

“Ten horns” Rev 13:1 Fourth Beast  Dan 7:7 “it had ten 

horns” 

“the beast that I saw 

was like a leopard” 

Rev 13:2 Third Beast Dan 7:6 “like a 

leopard” 

“its feet were like a 

bear’s” 

Rev 13:2 Second Beast Dan 7:5 “that looked 

like a bear” 

“its mouth was like a 

lion’s mouth” 

Rev 13:2 First Beast Dan 7:4 “The first 

was like a lion” 

 

The influence of the beasts of Daniel on the beast of Revelation is not limited to physical 

features however. While a more thorough analysis of thematic continuity is to follow there are 

two clear non-physical similarities. The fourth beast of Daniel is described as variously, 

“Speaking arrogantly…the arrogant words the horn was speaking…shall speak words against the 

Most High” (Dan 7:8-25). In a similar sense the beast of Revelation has, “on its heads were 

blasphemous names…the beast was given a mouth uttering haughty and blasphemous words” 

(Rev 13:1-5). The reader should recall that the fourth beast of Daniel’s vision is the most 

powerful and destructive. Another such similarity between Daniel and Revelation is how exactly 

the beasts come to power. In Daniel, the fourth beast is given power by God (Dan 7:7) just as the 
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beast of Revelation “was allowed to exercise authority for forty-two months” (Rev 13:5). This 

theme of evil having been given power for an established amount of time as a part of a 

deterministic plan is a clear influence of Daniel’s. Furthermore, the combination of the features 

of the beast is John’s way of signifying just how ferocious the beast from his vision is- he almost 

tries to outdo the terror instilled by Daniel’s vision. By combining the features of the four terrible 

beasts of Daniel, John makes it clear his beast is the indisputable figure of complete and utter 

ferocity and evil.
72

 

One final borrowing from Daniel is apparent- the very idea of representing oppressive 

human rulers with bizarre, violent beasts. This idea is found nowhere else in the Hebrew Bible 

except Daniel. While there certainly are other cases of humans being represented as animal like 

figures, there are not any that portray them as beasts. There simply are no other texts that John 

could have gotten such ideas from but Daniel. The sheer similarity of the problem facing John 

and the authors of Daniel is likely the reason the traditions are so similar. Seeing as John was 

attempting to explain why his faithful community was being persecuted by a brutal regime 

opposed to his religious convictions his turning to Daniel for assistance is quite understandable. 

In a similarly general sense, the very idea of a final tyrant of eschatological evil is heavily reliant 

on Daniel.  

The figure John develops that relies on Daniel is clearly distinct from other evil figures 

available at the time such as Belial and Satan. Other New Testament authors that show the 

faintest traces of the antichrist (2 Thess 2) also draw upon Daniel. It is the Danielic notion that 

the eschatological tyrant will be an evil, temporary figure preceding the end of days that clearly 
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differentiates him from other evil figures present at this time. This likely stems from John’s 

reading of Daniel as an eschatological paradigm. For John, the descriptions of the evil tyrant at 

the end of days in Daniel meant that there had to be a parallel figure in his own time. In John’s 

conceptions though, the figure was opposed to Christians and not the people of Israel. Thus we 

can further grasp the historical chain of works that developed the figure of the antichrist- Daniel 

provided the tyrant of eschatological evil and John made him opposed to Jesus and his faithful 

people- the very cornerstones of the antichrist tradition.  

It is also significant that both Daniel and John have distinctly political understandings of 

their respective beasts. There is no doubt that John did not literally conceive of a seven headed 

beast rising from the sea just as the authors of Daniel 7-12 did not- they were clearly describing 

kingdoms. Such an interpretation is made quite clear by the beast’s, “ten diadems” (Rev 13:1) set 

upon its ten horns. This is likely derived from Daniel 7’s similar political understanding of its 

beast’s horns which are also interpreted as ten kingdoms (Dan 7:24).
73

 It is possible there is some 

divergence from Daniel here with the beast’s ten horns; Beale and Carson however argue that the 

“ten heads” represent “a composite of the heads of all four of the beasts of Dan. 7.”
74

 Likewise 

the beasts of Daniel 7 do not have “diadems” or “crowns” as the beast of Revelation does, but 

this may be based off of “ten horns” representing ten kings in Daniel 7 (Dan 7:24).
75

 In this sense 

we see John again applying the roadmap of Daniel- a beast with ten horns will arise- John merely 

changed the specific details. It is with a slight variation though that John borrows Daniel’s 

interpretation. In other cases we see John following the same chain of events and using the same 
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imagery, but here he chooses to use even the same interpretation. To some extent, this diverges 

from John’s usual pattern of dependence on Daniel from roadmap to near plagiarism.  

We see clear evidence of this paradigmatic reading of Daniel in John’s insistence upon a 

quietist worldview of his audience. The best example of John’s quietist thinking is found in 

Chapter 13 where he famously says, “Let anyone who has an ear listen: If you are to be taken 

captive, into captivity you go; if you kill with the sword, with the sword you must be killed. Here 

is a call for the endurance and faith of the saints” (Rev 13:9-10). While the direct textual 

similarity is with Septuagint Jeremiah 15:2 and 50:11
76

 the thinking behind the text is undeniably 

in line with Daniel. The fact that Daniel says of its eschatological tyrant, “he shall be broken, and 

not by human hands” (Dan 8:25) likely influenced John’s thinking on the issue. Just as Daniel 

makes it apparent that human actions against a generic eschatological tyrant are pointless, so too 

does John.  While it is entirely possible John felt that quiet tolerance of persecution was the 

correct response like Daniel’s authors did, I feel it is much more likely further evidence of John’s 

dependence on Daniel. For John, it represented the proper response for the faithful as a part of 

the plan God outlines in Daniel. While there is not direct textual dependence on Daniel
77

 the 

thematic continuity is undeniable. It is simply a part of the divine plan as John reads it. If Daniel 

was to call for violent action for any sort, it is certain that John would include a similar notion. 

While prophets such as Jeremiah and Ezekiel do contain the notions of accepting punishment, 

none have it in the context of tolerating punishment from an evil, foreign enemy- only Daniel 

does in chapter 8.  
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Here we see John twist the roadmap he sees in Daniel somewhat in order to better fit his 

own time, it was not necessarily a slavish following and there are a few minor deviations. As we 

have already established, the authors of Daniel were most concerned with Antiochus actions 

towards the Jerusalem Temple. For John however, this would not be a concern- he is certainly 

not a Jew and has no reason to care about the Temple, which in any case had already been 

destroyed. Some have argued that John was a Jewish Christian and that Greek was not his first 

language and that he was much more familiar with a Semitic language.
78

 More recent scholars 

though, the author being among them, believe John was likely a Gentile Christian, preaching to a 

Gentile audience.
79

 John however could not simply overlook the overwhelming concern of the 

prophet whose words he understood himself and his fellow Christians as fulfilling. John then 

takes Daniel’s references to the literal Jerusalem Temple to instead refer to “Christians being a 

part of the invisible end-time heavenly temple that extends to earth, who are being attacked and 

persecuted…”
80

 We see this idea made rather clear in Revelation 11:1-4 where John is told to 

“measure the temple of God and the altar and those who worship there, but do not measure the 

court outside the temple; leave that out, for it is given over to the nations…for forty-two 

months.” According to Revelation, the true temple was heavenly and those disciples of Jesus on 

earth were participating in the worship that is to occur there. Thus they are those in “the court 

outside the (heavenly) temple” (Rev 11:2). Beale and Carson argue that John understands this as 

a fulfillment of Dan 8:10-13 whereby those who are swept from the heavens by the beast are in 

fact Christians who were participating in the worship occurring in the heavenly temple.
81
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Chronological Units 

Based on this application of Daniel by John we can observe one of the long standing 

interpretative traditions that John in some sense founded and is continuous with. John’s 

application of Daniel is in no sense reliant on the original specific context of Daniel. It is simply 

brushed aside and read solely for its apocalyptic paradigm and imagery. There is no concern for 

the Temple organization, no mentions of Antiochus and no expectation of an angelic messiah. A 

pure reading of the parts of Daniel found in Revelation reveals no sign of the second century 

BCE. This is further evidence John read Daniel as a roadmap for his own time. Had he been 

reading it in its original context, even with the intent of applying it to his own time, we would be 

able to find some trace of its original context. Beale and McDonough state this perfectly as, “In 

this case, the OT contextual meanings of the allusions need not be examined to better 

comprehend John’s use, since he himself did not consciously reflect on such OT contexts.”
82

 

This is not to say John is attempting to make Daniel into something vastly different from its 

original meaning. In a very broad sense, John has retained Daniel’s original context of 

persecution. Like Daniel’s authors in the second century BCE John was attempting to explain the 

persecution of the faithful by the hegemonic power of the time. John naturally gravitated to 

Daniel as a result. For John, it not only represented God’s plan for the end of days, but the plan 

for the persecuted faithful.  

John’s usage of the chronological motifs from Daniel is further confirmation of his usage 

of the book as an eschatological roadmap. Just as the authors of Daniel sought to emphasize the 

short, controlled duration of the persecution they were facing, so too did John. Daniel of course, 

constantly emphasizes a period of three and a half years, described in various ways, but most 
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famously as, “a time, two times and half a time” (Dan 7:25). It is quite significant that John 

chooses to use the same time period to describe the duration of the reign of his tyrant of 

eschatological evil, namely “forty-two months” (11:2), equivalent to three and a half years. John 

goes further when he uses the same phrase to describe the length of time that the woman is 

protected from Satan in the wilderness in 12:14. I argue these clearly demonstrate John read 

Daniel as an apocalyptic roadmap. The message of the time he chose are clear- the persecution 

they are facing is to be short in duration.
83

 However to make this point, John could have chosen 

any short sounding length of time, not necessarily three and a half years. I believe John borrowed 

this time from Daniel as in his understanding, it is the amount of time God plans to allow evil to 

reign on earth, as laid out in Daniel.
84

 Beale and Carson suggest that John understood John’s 

usage of times from Daniel in the context of the duration of Satan’s attack on the sanctuary of 

God where Christians are to be safe from the tribulation.
85

 This is an excellent example of how 

John was not a slavish plagiarizer of Danielic tropes- it is clear that the times come from Daniel 

and both have a similar context, namely the length of time God’s people will face the forces of 

evil. John however, does not share Daniel’s concern for the well-being of the Temple, instead 

reinterpreting the Temple to mean God’s protection for his new chosen people.  

Dualism 

 Another theme from Daniel that influences Revelation is that of dualism. Given that 

dualism is a hallmark of the genre apocalyptic it is quite pervasive in Revelation
86

, but is not 

necessarily borrowed from Daniel as both are apocalyptic and thus heavily dualistic. Considering 

that Daniel is an apocalyptic work, it is no surprise that its dualistic themes pervade Revelation. 
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For both authors dualism is both about cosmic and earthly- one must choose to be a loyal 

Christian on earth while simultaneously choosing to ally oneself with God and the forces of good 

in the cosmic realm. Daniel of course has the same notions but applied to Daniel’s time. One 

must choose to be a zealous follower of Yahweh on Earth while participating in the heavenly 

worship of God and his cosmic struggle against the forces of evil. The opposite choice for John 

of course is tolerance of Jewish and pagan practices in Christianity (Rev 2:6; 2:9), participation 

in the Roman pietas of emperor worship and choosing to ally oneself with the beast and dragon 

in the heavenly realm. The Danielic conception of this dualism is absolute- one can keep to 

proper Judean religious practices and so ally oneself with God or one can accept the desolations 

of the Temple and ally oneself with Antiochus. A similar notion is found in Revelation, but its 

scope becomes greater. Daniel’s dualism was clearly absolute, as is John’s, but was limited to the 

scope of the Judean people. For John, the dualism is worldwide. While John addressed his 

prophecy “to the seven churches that are in Asia” (Rev 1:4) it is apparent that he understood 

Rome (associated with Satan and the Antichrist) as having global import. Returning to the beast, 

John says of it, “In amazement the whole earth followed the beast” (Rev 13:3). For John, as in 

Daniel, the choice is about the preservation of identity. The implicit question in Daniel and 

Revelation is one of choice- are you with God or against God? This dualistic motif also affects 

the notion of an afterlife. It is only by choosing absolute fidelity to God that one can be 

guaranteed eternal life- the same idea found in Daniel.
87

  

 

Quietism, Eschatological Determinism and the Message of Revelation 
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 The clear influence of Daniel of Revelation still leads us with one essential question- 

what was the point of the John’s prophecy? As we have already established, John was likely 

attracted to Daniel due to its similar themes and background of authorship. The ultimate goal of 

John’s work, just as with Daniel 7-12’s authors, was to encourage a quietest tolerance of Roman 

persecution- this is John’s ultimate political goal. As I previously expounded upon, John 

included a quietist message in his work, most clearly in Rev 13:9-10, because he saw it as a part 

of God’s paradigm for the end times as laid out in Daniel. There is to be no resistance to the 

Romans because they are part of God’s plan for the ultimate defeat of evil. Obviously this is a 

difficult message to accept when someone is threatening to kill you for your beliefs- there is a 

strong impulse to abandon one’s Christian identity in the face of such actions. John, again reliant 

on Daniel, refutes this as he claims God is coming soon to sort all things out for all eternity. One 

is to endure persecution because it is to last for only a very short while longer. John writes, “But 

woe to the earth and the sea, for the devil has come down to you with great wrath, because he 

knows that his time is short!” (Rev 12:12). John’s emphasis on the times drawn from Daniel is a 

further attempt to demonstrate the short nature of the persecution and there being no need to 

abandon one’s faith. The final means John uses to reinforce his quietist message is the idea of 

eschatological reward. Just as with Daniel, the faithful are to endure their short persecution 

because should they perish, they will be rewarded for all eternity. John makes this quite clear in 

chapter 14, after providing a description of those in heaven who were rewarded for their faith he 

says, “Here is a call for the endurance of the saints, those who keep the commandments of God 

and hold fast to the faith of Jesus” (Rev 14:1-7; 14:12).  

One of the main issues both texts address is why God is allowing his faithful to be killed 

by the forces of evil. In both cases, the answer is paradoxical- death is actually victorious and 
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atoning. It is not a sign of divine disfavor, but actually the ultimate recognition of one’s 

faithfulness. As G. K. Beale summarizes, “Thus, ironically, it is through apparent defeat that 

victory is gained.”
88

 As established in the preceding chapter, the authors of Daniel clearly 

understood death to be atoning- through death, one carries out the very sacrifices and worship of 

God Antiochus sought to destroy. For both authors, the theological difficulty is explained by the 

guarantee of eternal life. Daniel’s reference to the idea is one of the few in the Hebrew Bible 

when it says, “Many of those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting 

life…Those who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the sky, and those who lead many to 

righteousness, like the stars forever and ever” (Dan 12:2-3). Among the several references to 

eternal life as an eschatological reward in Revelation, perhaps the most interesting is that of 

Revelation 20:4-6. John describes the resurrected martyrs in the heavenly court with, “they will 

be priests of God and of Christ, and they will reign with him a thousand years” (Rev 20:6). I feel 

that this particular reference to eternal life as a heavenly priest likely has Danielic influence. 

Nowhere else do we find any references to the afterlife having any sort of a functionary role, 

much less as one who is understood as ministering before God. Likewise the reference to thrones 

also probably comes from Daniel. In Daniel 7 we see the arrival of the heavenly court with a 

plurality of thrones with the sole purpose of judgment- the same purpose found in Revelation. 

The greatest thematic continuity between Daniel and Revelation is that of determinism. It 

is ingrained in both texts and is essential for a proper understanding of both. I feel it is quite 

likely that John already had a deterministic outlook when he set out to record his revelation and 

that it is not a direct borrowing from Daniel. The influence of the aforementioned text however is 

undeniable. For both authors the fate of all people and events in their time is going on as a part of 
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a divine plan that cannot be altered by human action. Any attempt to do otherwise is to doubt the 

protection and power of God. As previously noted the similarity between the circumstances of 

the authors of Daniel and Revelation is remarkable. As a result, there is a similar message that 

comes through- God will not fail to protect those who are faithful to him. Any attempt to take 

action is to doubt the power and loyalty of God. Any human efforts are futile and foolish- evil 

has been given power for a reason.  

The notion of a predetermined plan for history with specific significant actions that are to 

be carried out in the lifetime of the faithful clearly was derived from Daniel. Another of those 

events that is outlined in Daniel and that John thought was to happen in his own time was the 

defeat of eschatological evil and the distribution of reward and punishment at the end of days, 

another biblical notion whose only clear textual precedent can be found in Daniel, though the 

idea was widespread in early Judaism.
89

 Here again John gets his order of events from Daniel- 

the plan is quite clear. While other Hebrew Bible texts may make vague references to an 

afterlife, as John Collins notes only Daniel has a differentiated afterlife, a notion that is pervasive 

in John’s description of eschatological reward- those faithful to God are rewarded with eternal 

life, and those who follow the beasts are condemned to eternal torment
90

.  

Another deterministic theme that can be found in the context of the beasts is that of the 

beasts’ being given authority for a set period of time. As the preceding chapter made quite clear, 

the beasts of Daniel were understood as having no actual authority- they were given dominion 

for a controlled period of time with a definite ending. The same notion is found with the two 

beasts of Revelation. John says, “They worshipped the dragon, for he had given his authority to 
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the beast…it was allowed to exercise authority for forty-two months” (Rev 13:4-5, author’s 

emphasis). This is even more apparent in Rev 20:1-3 where the time Satan is to be subdued is a 

concise thousand years, released and defeated again- a section rife with determinism. John does 

away with any illusions to a determined ending- he plainly states there is one.  

Conclusions 

 To close this chapter, we can reach a few clear conclusions about John’s reading of 

Daniel. John did not slavishly rely on Daniel and neither did he plagiarize entire portions of his 

prophecy from it. John understood Daniel as an instruction manual for his own prophecy, laying 

out specific events, times and figures that were to occur in the end of days which was imminent 

and in his own day. Daniel provided the framework and timeline for John’s conception of the 

apocalypse- it was up to him to find corresponding figures from his own time. John saw a 

general outline of events in Daniel for his own prophecy while he creatively reworked the 

imagery and tropes he borrowed from Daniel to suit his own needs. While the majority of the 

order of events in Revelation does come from Daniel, not all events are included and certainly 

not included verbatim. He relied on Daniel for the correct description of the beasts that were to 

arise at the end times, but altered the description somewhat to better suit his own time. We also 

see quite clearly that John drew significant amounts of imagery from Daniel to make his 

prophecy more vivid and memorable. Finally, John also drew important tropes such as times and 

themes like quietism from Daniel and gave them prominent places in his work.  
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Chapter 3: The Millerites 

 

“All Scripture is necessary, and may be understood by diligent application and study.” William Miller 

 Countless expositors since John of Patmos have considered the Book of Daniel. Their 

degrees of influence and significance vary- the Millerites are undeniably one of the more 

significant. It is not their name or any particular theological views that are the lasting effect of 

the movement founded by William Miller, but the methods of interpreting biblical texts and the 

dangers of setting a firm date for apocalyptic scenarios that are to occur within the lifetime of 

those proposing them. I will demonstrate that William Miller is exemplary of the practice of 

approaching biblical texts as grab bags of imagery that can be applied in any way, regardless of 

the original context, to suit the author’s needs. Also we will see that Miller did read Daniel as an 

eschatological paradigm, but unlike John, used Daniel as a dating paradigm – focusing 

extensively on Daniel’s chronological units. John also clearly sees Daniel as a book offering 

hope for people facing very real and imminent persecution from a hegemonic power, whereas 

Miller understands this persecution in a much different light. Finally, John sees Daniel as laying 

out a short term course of events whereas Miller sees Daniel as spanning centuries. 

 The path that led William Miller to become one of the most famous biblical interpreters 

of all time is far from what one might expect. William Miller (1782-1849) was not a renowned 

biblical scholar at the time he started his movement. Instead, Miller was a farmer and “Baptist 

Layman” from upstate New York.
91

  Miller was originally a deist
92

 who only came to his 

profound change in faith upon participating in the Battle of Plattsburgh
93

 in the War of 1812. 
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Miller felt that the American victory in the battle could only have come about through the direct 

intervention of God. Miller then took it upon himself to conduct a close, thorough reading of the 

entirety of the Bible. His plan was to read the whole of the book, cover to cover, not advancing 

from a verse until its meaning was clear to him. This process took him approximately two years 

and led to his dramatic conclusion- the Bible, and Daniel in particular, contained a chronological 

plan revealing that Jesus would make his personal, literal return to earth, the dead would rise and 

the earth cleansed with fire, “sometime in 1843.”
94

 To better understand how Miller reached his 

famous conclusion I shall now provide a brief synopsis of Miller’s message. 

 The teachings of William Miller are extremely convoluted and difficult- the amount of 

material he produced expounding his worldview is expansive. The best and most concise 

elucidation of Miller’s calculation of 1843 can be found in, Evidence from Scripture and History 

of the second Coming of Christ about the Year 1843: Exhibited in a Course of Lectures. As 

Miller understood things, the visions of Daniel enable us to date the resurrection using events 

related to the Papacy as the significant events Daniel’s chronology predicts. It is important to 

note that for Miller a “day” in Daniel is interpreted as referring to a year, an idea I detail below.
95

 

Perhaps the greatest influence on Miller’s reading of Daniel was the dramatic separation of 

Miller and his followers from the context of Daniel’s authorship. They were separated by 

hundreds of years and read Daniel in a context that was free from violent persecution. How could 

Miller make sense of a text that says that events will transpire in a matter of days when it was 

quite clear this simply was not going to happen? As established in the first chapter, the authors of 

Daniel stressed the message’s imminence – the events prophesized by Daniel were to happen in a 
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time frame that would occur in the lifespan of the audience. Miller had to find some way to relate 

the prophecies of Daniel to a much later date. In doing so, he helped establish a central tenet of 

premillennialist thinking – the day\year analogy. For Miller, a mention of a day in Daniel is not, 

“…used naturally to mean between sun & sun, or 24 hours.”
96

 The only way Miller could make 

Daniel translate to his own times is by understanding “day” to be a metaphorical reference to a 

year, using Numbers 14:34 and Ezekiel 4:5-6 as proof texts. As he succinctly states, “Thus you 

see we cannot make good sense & make anything else of Seventy weeks than 490 years.”
97

 It is 

correct Daniel reaches the same conclusion, as we have seen earlier, but Miller reached the same 

conclusion by a much different route. For Daniel’s author’s the day/year analogy needed no 

explication, it was simply fact. As the picture below details, Miller reached the same conclusion 

based on the entirety of the biblical narrative, after giving many different interpretations 

consideration.  
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Miller’s Proof Text for the Day\Year Analogy  

 

For Miller the entirety of history was revealed in the visions of Daniel and that all from 

the date of those visions there were 2,300 years to elapse until the end of time (Dan 8:14).
98

 In 

short, Miller claims that the seventy weeks of Daniel (Dan 9:24) refer to the date of Christ’s 

death in 33 CE. Using the day-year analogy, the “seventy weeks” become seventy weeks of 

years or 490 years, an idea organic to Daniel. From there, Miller claims 475 years passed until 

the collapse of the pagan Roman Empire which he dates as 508CE. Another 30 years elapse at 

which time in Miller’s reckoning the Papacy was established in Rome. Miller also links the “ten 

horns” of Daniel 7:7 to ten kingdoms using the classical horn=kingdom model. Miller claims 

these ten kingdoms are the successors to the Roman Empire also using the feet of the Daniel 2 
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statue to refer to them.
99

 This sequence of interpretation is apparent in the picture that follows 

below which is the leg portion of the Daniel 2 statue from the Hale and Fitch chart (citation 99). 

While Miller’s views on the “seventy weeks” are not historically unique, as Daniel reaches the 

same conclusion, Miller’s claim that he reached his conclusions as a result of individual effort is 

worthy of note. We will see that based on some of his above interpretative methods, it was his 

application of these methods that allowed him to reach his famous conclusion.   

Daniel’s events such as the rise and fall of some beasts were, in Miller’s mind, 

accompanied by a clear set of times the events were to last for. Miller believed that through both 

math and exegesis that he had discovered the interpretive key that allowed him to discern the 

date of the apocalypse. Given that Miller understands the “abomination of desolation” from 

Daniel 8 to refer to the Catholic Church, the following passage exemplifies Miller’s reading of 

Daniel as a series of prophetically significant dating landmarks with accompanying periods of 

time,  

“But now, for your instruction, we will suppose Daniel understood our mode of 

reckoning time, he might have given it to us in this way, “The 70 weeks or 490 years will 

be accomplished, A.D. 33. The Pagan abomination will be taken away 475 years 

afterwards, which will be in A.D. 508. The Papal abomination will be set up 30 years 

after, A.D. 538, and will continue 1260 years, A.D.1798. After this 45 years, I shall stand 

in my lot, and all that come forth to this resurrection will be blessed, A.D. 1843…”
100
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There is a clear sequence of interpretation here – Daniel provides a landmark event, such as the 

establishment of “the Pagan abomination” and provides a length of time it will last until the next 

event, namely 475 years. This pattern of interpretation pervades Miller’s reading of Daniel and 

thus contributes to his calculation of the date of the Millennium as 1843. 

Miller’s Interpretation of the Daniel 2 Statue 
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Miller dates the end of three of the kingdoms- the Heruli, Vandals and Ostrogoths to 538 

along with the establishment of the Papacy (These are three of the ten “Successor Kingdoms” 

from the preceding image). Next, Miller applies the time, times and half a time of Daniel 7:24 to 

again refer to the Papacy. In keeping with traditional interpretations, Miller uses them to refer to 

a year or an approximate total of 1,260 years at which time the Papacy, symbolized by the little 

horn of Daniel 7, is removed from power. It is possible Miller was influenced by Revelation’s 

understanding of the 1,260 days as actual days, but then applied the day\year analogy to it. Miller 

understood this as happening when French troops under the command of Louis Berthier captured 

Pope Pius VI in 1798. The preceding years (538+1260) total 2,255, meaning that from 1798 

there were 45 years to go until the return of Jesus, the resurrection and the end of days. Miller 

read Daniel 12:11-13’s 2,300 days to represent the total amount of time to elapse before the end 

of days. Given that all the preceding time periods equate to 2,255 this meant that there were only 

45 more years covered in the vision. 45 years from 1798 of course lands on the year 1843.     

Daniel makes its appearance in Miller’s reckoning of events (again, like all other 

apocalyptcists) because it plainly deals with end time details. It is enigmatic and loaded with 

useful imagery. As we have also seen, it is sufficiently vague enough to allow its application to 

all manner of times, places and people. It also provides a number of dates that interpreters such 

as Miller can use to establish their apocalyptic scenarios. Miller however also used Daniel like 

any other book in the Bible. We see this evidenced in Miller’s usage of all books of the canonical 

Bible in justifying his theory- for him, Esther has just as much to say about the end of days as 
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Daniel does.
101

 Miller quotes from a baffling variety of scripture to establish his eschatological 

scenario- Daniel included. He writes,  

“’And to seal up the vision & prophecy.’ To seal up: is to make sure Esther 3:12. 

‘Written & sealed with the king’s ring.’ Sol. Songs, 8:6. ‘Set me as a seal upon thy heart, 

as a seal on thy arm.’ Isa. 8:16. “Bind up the testimony seal the law among my disciples.’ 

John 3.33.” (Underlining original).
102

  

To an extent, this is a forerunner to a trend prevalent in modern eschatological speculation- all 

scripture is treated equally in establishing the basis for an apocalyptic scenario.  

What Influenced Miller’s Reading of Daniel? 

 To further my argument that Miller had an eschatological paradigm in mind when 

reading Daniel, I will now examine those elements that so influenced his reading of Daniel. 

Given Miller’s unorthodox views, it is not surprising to find one important influence- anti-

intellectualism. One of the most lasting influences Miller’s movement had on later interpreters of 

Daniel and biblical texts generally was that the correct understanding of the Bible and its 

apocalyptic message could be discerned by anybody and that through simple study and reading, 

and not advanced scholarship, could this message be discerned. There is certainly some degree of 

influence from the Jacksonian ideals of the time, namely that the common, white American was 

capable of most tasks it was previously assumed required extensive learning, but a stout anti-

intellectualism can be discerned from Miller’s writings. Miller says, “If they are professors, in 

my heart I set them down as hypocrites. If they are not professors…I set them down as men 
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destitute of common sense…”
103

 Ironically though, The Midnight Cry, one of the two Millerite 

newspapers, cites numerous, “LEARNED and PIOUS men” as further evidence of the day\year 

analogy, showing Millerite anti-intellectualism may not have been so rigid.
104

 Miller’s main 

problem was with the high biblical intellectualism of universities; Miller himself is an 

intellectual of sorts. For Miller, Daniel was a book that required a minimum of study to 

comprehend a plainly obvious message. Miller’s intellectualism was one of “Common Sense 

Realism” (My thanks to Dr. Porterfield for the term), whereby study yielded an inevitable result 

that could be mathematically, empirically proven. To an extent this belief matched well with the 

era of religious experimentation that was prominent in Miller’s day and time. The anti-

intellectualism of the Millerite movement reflects Miller’s belief in the corruption of the 

Christian Church, an event he believed came about with the rise of the Catholic Church 

prophesized in Rev 12:6.
105

 As a result, there was no need to rely on the authorities of mainline 

Protestant churches or the products of intuitions of higher learning which Miller saw as 

“products of human arrogance.”
106

 

Another factor that guided Miller’s application of Daniel was his unique set of 

experiences in life and the time at which he preached. Miller’s time was not one of rabid 

expectation of a destructive, blood soaked apocalypse as it is now, rather it was an era dominated 

by postmillennialism, the belief that man could perfect society and the world, thus creating the 

conditions of the Millennium, after which Christ would make his triumphant return. It was an 

age that produced Utopian movements and communities, the Atlantic Community and the 

Oneida Perfectionists. It was an age of, “…expansive social optimism which its cheery 
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philosophy reinforced.”
107

 America was God’s chosen land, its people acting out their manifest 

destiny to bring order to the great expanse of North America, expediting Christ’s return
108

. This 

is far from the time one would expect the pessimism of Miller’s premillennialism to gain any 

acceptance. As history shows however, Miller created a system of beliefs based on a pessimistic 

worldview that held that the world was soon to come to its dramatic end. I believe that it was 

Miller’s own personal experiences – his military service, his moving west, his education and his 

voracious appetite for books, that led him to believe that some sort of dramatic change was 

coming soon in his lifetime. I argue that Miller did not begin his reading of the Bible and 

especially Daniel with the intent to calculate the apocalypse, but rather with a general 

apocalyptic mindset – he was expecting some sort of massive change in his lifetime but it was 

unclear what exactly. As surely as the technological changes, Manifest Destiny and westward 

expansion that dominated his time, showed that God was causing some massive changes, so too 

did his aforementioned personal experience in the War of 1812. Miller read Daniel knowing that 

God was a real presence and one that was overseeing massive changes in his day – surely the 

plan must be available in the Biblical text. 

 Likewise Miller was promulgating his ideas in the midst of era of increased mathematical 

literacy. Miller was among those in the first great wave of American public education where 

arithmetic was an important element in the curriculum. While Miller was no mathematician, his 

increased knowledge and understanding of math certainly had an effect on his reading of Daniel. 

It was heavily focused on calculating the date of the apocalypse as the 1843 chart attests to. The 

previous picture from Hale and Fitch was a large chart laying out Miller’s scenario that was 
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riddled with mathematical calculations. Conveniently enough, Miller’s audience was also now 

capable of understanding his interpretations as well.
109

 As a reader of history, Miller felt he had 

clear, simple proof his arguments were correct. Any man of common sense simply had to read 

the text of Daniel and interpret it – no special knowledge was necessary. In doing so Miller not 

only took advantage of increased knowledge of mathematics but also of history – people were 

much more familiar with the history of Rome and the countries of Europe. Miller describes 

himself as someone who “…does not claim the title of a Theologis, nor of infallibility, and only 

presents himself in common with other writers...”
110

 Given that his was a clearly thought out and 

well researched theory, certainly it was correct. Finally, Miller also believed that his time was 

one of great immorality – a theme absent from Daniel, but one that becomes prominent in later 

premillennial interpreters such as Miller. One could argue that the scenes of the Babylonians 

living lives of carnal pleasure in Daniel 5 or the general view that conditions on earth gradually 

deteriorate with time could be discerned from the statue of Daniel 2 as evidence that moral 

degradation will herald the end of Days. As Miller described it, “The haughty and proud heart of 

the citizens, are above hearing about King Jesus, they have no taste for bible doctrine, They are 

more pleased with the popular novels…”
111

 

Another factor that influenced Miller’s reading of Daniel and his relative success in 

founding a religious movement can to some extent be attributed to the time and location of his 

efforts. Miller preached in a time of religious experimentation, where, “virtually every aspect of 
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American economic, political, social, intellectual and religious life was in flux.”
112

 This region of 

upstate New York came to be known as the “Burned-Over District” due to the amount of fires 

from camp revival meetings and the fervor of Protestant millennial expectation. Millerism and 

the Burned-Over District can also be attributed to some extent to the Second Great Awakening 

and its emphasis on self-determination and millennial expectation.
113

 While Miller wavered 

somewhat in his views on Calvinist predestinarianism, eventually favoring traditional Protestant 

self-determination,
114

 the notion that individual people have the ability to choose the path 

towards God and salvation, the expectation of an imminent Millennium clearly created a 

favorable environment for Miller. 

Miller’s Approach to Daniel: An Ancient Text About the 1840s 

 Miller is notable as his interpretation mixes understandings of Daniel in his own context, 

while integrating some of the text’s original message. Interpretations of the text, that are correct 

for the period in which they were written are included in Miller’s eschatological scenario, which 

often interprets Daniel in ways in which it was clearly not intended to be. Take Daniel 2 for 

instance. In the statue that Daniel sees in this vision, Miller does believe that the “head of gold’ 

does represent the Babylonian Empire. He likewise understands events such as the death of 

Antiochus IV and the cessation of the daily sacrifices as significant events in Daniel that 

occurred in their correct timeframes. These historically accurate interpretations are then 

combined with interpretations that are not original to Daniel. To continue with the example of 

Daniel 2, Miller believes the, “legs of iron” to refer not to Greece, but to the Roman Empire and 
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the “feet of iron and clay” as in fact referring to ten northern and eastern European tribal groups 

that fragmented the Roman Empire. 

 I feel this reading of Daniel 2 is emblematic of Miller’s unusual approach to interpreting 

all biblical texts, but Daniel in particular. Miller manages to make them apply to his time, while 

simultaneously maintaining some of their original context. While it is not historically unique to 

Daniel, it does place him in a small cohort of interpreters where Miller is ultimately made to 

stand out by his conclusion. In Miller’s way of thinking, the ancient events and prophecies 

described in the Bible allow us to calculate the date of the apocalypse in our own time. Their 

time span is seemingly vast- in Miller’s reckoning Daniel described events that occurred in the 

6
th

 century BCE up to the early 1800s. In some sense this is similar to the dispensationalist 

thinking that later became so pervasive in American apocalyptic speculation. Dispensationalism 

was the predominant means of explaining the gaps of time between biblical times and the present 

day. It says that God deals with man in a series of “dispensations” where the means of salvation 

have differed and that the current era is the “Church Age” which is to last until the end of days. 

In both Miller and later thinkers’ scenarios, ancient prophetic books described events happening 

in the era of their authors but then leaping centuries ahead to, conveniently enough, describe 

events in the times of those apocalyptic speculators. The question remains however- why did 

Miller believe Daniel predicted the course of human events over a period of centuries? 

 We have already seen how Daniel was used by Miller- it was treated as a source of 

imagery like any other biblical text but was also interpreted both in its ancient context as well as 

in Miller’s context. Whereas Miller did not read Daniel in the exact same mode as John, Miller 

did see an apocalyptic paradigm within the book. Miller’s overwhelming focus however was on 

the dates and chronological units in Daniel. As a fundamentally apocalyptic text it is only natural 
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that it would receive greater attention. Its themes and imagery simply lend themselves to it. In 

this sense then, we must examine Miller’s examination of the text not in what special approach 

he took towards it, but we must look for what he was trying to find in Daniel that would allow 

him to complete his apocalyptic scenario.  

Another one of Miller’s contributions to the interpretation of Daniel is his application of 

Daniel to a wide swath of time. While chapters 8-12 of Daniel do purport to predict the outcome 

of several centuries of time, it is Miller’s application of text in a similar manner that is most 

interesting. Miller applies what I term a mixed-historical approach to Daniel. That is, Miller 

interprets some elements of Daniel in a way that is continuous with their original meaning as we 

have seen. However he interprets the whole of the torso as referring to the Medeans and the 

Persians, the thighs as the Greeks, the lower legs as “Pagan Rome” and the feet as what Miller 

understands as the ten successor kingdoms to Rome.
115

 As previously mentioned, Miller did try 

to give his theories validity by citing numerous historical publications, biblical commentaries 

and Classical historians. 
116

 In another section of the 1842 Hale and Fitch chart pictured below, 

Hale and Fitch cite “Marchivial…bishop Lyod…Dr. Hale’s analysis of chronology…” The two 

interpretations exist side by side in no apparent contradiction.   
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Some of Miller’s References to External Sources are Evident Above 

What Miller found in Daniel is somewhat similar to its original interpretation. He saw in 

it a review of history, but in a prophetic form- it was a prediction. What Miller gleans from is 

reading of the text however is far from its original message. Miller read Daniel as a text that 

describes history as it relates to Roman Catholicism- an important element for understanding 

how Miller arrived at his famous date of 1843. He understands Daniel’s “abomination of 

desolation” to refer to the Catholic Church, which was to be removed in the two thousand three 

hundred days that Daniel describes. Miller reads Daniel as a paradigm, but mostly as a 

chronological paradigm. While he does reference beasts and an Antichrist, most of his interest in 

Daniel is using its chronological scheme. As we have seen, Daniel clearly had nothing to say 
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about the Papacy at the time of its authorship. Rather for Miller, the Catholic Church was a false 

church, doomed to destruction while the true Church waited for its dramatic restoration at the 

end of days.
117

  

Miller then proceeds to mix these interpretations of Danielic imagery with his own 

interpretations that are only applicable to his own time. He makes a massive leap across history – 

he interprets certain elements of Daniel as referring to events in the sixth and seventh centuries 

as applying to the Catholic Church then suddenly leaps through centuries to arrive at the dates of 

events in the eighteenth century. Entire centuries are skipped over as insignificant – only events 

in Miller’s own day and older events referring to the Papacy are significant – conveniently 

enough because they are the central focus of Miller’s interpretation. There is an unusual 

compression of time in Miller’s interpretation where several centuries of time are basically 

skipped and events from the Dark Ages immediately precede events in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries.  

All of these factors allow us to put together a comprehensive picture of how Miller read 

Daniel and applied it to his own time. Unlike John, Miller Daniel as a chronological paradigm - 

he read it as a very specific text, laying out exact times, exact events and exact figures with exact 

identities. To return to the important trope of the beasts, Miller did not see them as a general, 

vague idea of an evil figure that was to arise and that he needed to identify – its identity was 

clear to him from the start as the Papacy. Contrary to the authors of Daniel itself, the times were 

not read as periods of time short enough to allow the prophecy to act itself out in the lives of the 

readers and to reassure them of God’s impending intervention – they meant exact periods of time 

through which the dates of certain events could be calculated (Provided one read “day” as 
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“year”). A succinct description of Miller’s general understanding of the text states, “Miller 

believed that the scriptures contained a numerical cryptogram that could be mathematically 

decoded to calculate precisely the day of doom within God’s end time plan.”
118

 For Miller Daniel 

was no roadmap – it was exact set of step by step directions to the apocalypse. Whereas John 

saw Daniel as a map of an entire region, Miller saw Daniel as a set of instructions dictated by a 

GPS.   

 Besides Miller’s mixed historical approach to Daniel there is another paradigm that is 

useful for understanding Miller’s interpretation of Daniel. The Millennial Marker Method, as 

defined by Carl Savage, “consists of triangulating three or more threshold events converging in a 

particular time frame that can cause cultural paradigm shifts.”
119

 For Miller, the capture of the 

Pope by Louis Berthier in 1798 occurred at a time of other millennial markers, namely the 

perceived collapse of the Ottoman Empire
120

, astronomic signs
121

 and a general increase in 

knowledge and education (based on Daniel 12:4 “…knowledge shall increase”).
122

 Under the 

Millennial Marker Method three or more categories of events converge on a particular date and 

“can be used to help make the case for a particular key date in apocalyptic time and thus mark 

the end/beginning of an era.”
123

 When Miller saw events he understood as prophesized in Daniel 
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coincide with events predicted in other biblical books, he saw a clear convergence of events 

heralding the end of days.  

 One interesting comparison can be made between William Miller and John of Patmos. It 

is apparent that John formulated his apocalyptic scenario specifically after reading Daniel. While 

it is likely he approached Daniel with an apocalyptic mindset, it is clear that his plan coalesced 

around Daniel. Certainly Miller’s beliefs that massive change was coming soon in his time was 

reinforced by his reading of the Bible. It did take Miller some time and trial and error to perfect 

his apocalyptic scenario – the dates had to align perfectly. An excellent example of this may 

come from four small notebook pages from the Jenks Collection, the largest collection of 

Miller’s personal papers and notes. The two pages below contain a series of dates, both spanning 

approximately three hundred years, with each date on the list tied to a vial – a trope from 

Revelation. The two lists contain different series of dates – possibly indicating that these were 

Miller’s attempts to discern additional prophetic landmarks from the Biblical text. I believe the 

notes are emblematic of Miller’s approach to Daniel and the biblical text generally. It would 

seem these notes represent Miller’s trial and error on calculating the dates of some apocalyptic 

landmarks – emblematic of his approach to Daniel as well. Daniel was shaped to fit Miller’s 

need to show that the world was ending soon. 
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 To conclude, the most important thing we can take away from Miller and his movement 

is the importance persecution has in affecting a group’s interpretation of Daniel. The contrast 

between John and Miller cannot be greater in that respect – John’s reading of Daniel is one of an 

end times scenario that defeats the penultimate evil and source of John’s persecution whereas 

Miller reads Daniel as detailing the end of a despised religious group, the restoration of proper 

religious praxis and ushering in the Millennium. In an interesting twist, Miller’s anticipation of 

the end of the Catholic Church seems to be a creative reworking of Daniel’s original theme of 

freedom from persecution. While Miller did not face active, life threatening persecution
124

, his 

beliefs did circulate in an environment that was rabid with fear of the power of the Catholic 
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Church and European monarchs, perceived as eager to eradicate the young American democracy. 

American Protestantism was rife with fear that Catholics secretly desired to eliminate 

Protestantism by taking control of the United States and making it a vassal of the Papacy, 

possibly with the help of European monarchies.
125

 Thus Miller’s hope for the destruction of the 

Catholic Church was not limited to religious reasons – it was a creative reworking of one of 

Daniel’s original core themes. Aside from the collapse of the Papacy as a central event in 

Miller’s apocalyptic scenario, Millerite newspapers were rife with stories about conflict among 

European powers, indicative of this fear of possible persecution.
126

 In some ways, the two are 

similar – both in their unique ways focus on Rome and in some cases both interpret days as 

referring to years. More importantly though, Miller serves as an excellent case study for attempts 

to place Daniel in a modern context. Through the application of the day\year analogy, creative 

working of Daniel’s chronological units and relating significant events from Miller’s time to 

Daniel has William Miller shown the range of possible applications of the book, as well as the 

significance of context for its interpretation.   
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Chapter 4: So What Did We Learn? 

 

 The simple structure of this thesis allows us to draw several overarching conclusions. As 

we have seen, when Daniel was written in the second century BCE it had a clear message and 

purpose for a particular audience. As this original context changed however, we see how people 

began to interpret the text in a drastically different context. John of Patmos, for example, chose 

to use Daniel as the framework for assembling his own eschatological scenario, combining and 

reworking ideas and themes from Daniel with those from other biblical books and his own 

imagination. Just as with the authors of Daniel, John saw Daniel as a book written for people 

facing life threatening persecution – he was able to read his and his community’s story into the 

text. This trend was not continue however as the interpretations of William Miller attest to. 

Miller read Daniel in a context that was not one of violent persecution, but rather a time of 

dramatic change and religious fervor, producing a significantly different interpretation. 

 Given that I am attempting how different apocalyptic movements read Daniel about 

themselves and how they came to produce their interpretations of the book, I believe that we 

have seen that it is the context more than any other factor that affects how a group will produce 

its particular interpretation. While general aspects of an author’s context naturally have an effect, 

more specifically I believe it is the sociopolitical context, the separation from Daniel’s original 

context and the presence of persecution that are the primary differential factors. In my paper we 

can see a simple split between the types of interpretation produced by different groups. First, 

those groups facing persecution, such as John of Patmos’ community, are more likely to apply 

Daniel directly to themselves. John understands the persecuted community of Daniel as not being 

that for which it was written, but about his own community. A group facing persecution is not as 

likely to read Daniel as a book with global import, but about their own imminent liberation from 
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persecution. In this case, applying Daniel to your group is simple – the persecuted Jews Daniel 

was written about are interpreted as being about your group and the various forces of evil found 

in the book are the hegemonic power of your time that is interpreted as the source of your 

persecution.  

 While it is rarer, John is not alone in this particular interpretation. Two modern examples 

worthy of a brief examination are the Branch Davidians and the Christian Identity movement. 

These two cases are pertinent because they both read Daniel in a way that bears some 

resemblance to John and Daniel’s original context of persecution. The Branch Davidians, 

fittingly, a distant decedent of the Millerites, read Daniel as a book whose prophecies were 

explicitly about themselves just as John of Patmos did almost two millennia earlier. Interestingly, 

the leader of the Branch Davidians, David Koresh, had a Miller-like understanding of the bible, 

“…that the entire Bible…was an integrated, coded narrative describing humanity’s spiritual 

history.”
127

 Also, unlike many other modern groups who explicitly see Daniel as written about 

them, the Branch Davidian community faced very real persecution.
128

  The Branch Davidians 

saw themselves as God’s chosen people, who would face the tribulations of the apocalypse and 

would be liberated from God and rewarded for their faithfulness. Their leader, David Koresh, 

saw himself as one of “the wise” from Daniel 12:9-13.
129

 The attack by the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation on their Waco, TX, compound was the tribulation foretold in Daniel for them.
130

 

Furthermore, Daniel was also seen as paradigm for their salvation – as surely as God brought the 
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three Jews from the flames in Daniel 3, he would do the same for the Davidians.
131

 The other 

group that sees themselves in this light is the Christian Identity movement. Within this 

movement, white “Aryans” are understood as the actual chosen people of God in the biblical 

narrative. Jews are understood as satanic offspring. All biblical prophecies about Israel are 

understood as referring to whites who are the true Israel, who are to undergo the tribulations of 

the apocalypse before the return of Jesus.
132

 The true white Israel is seen as scattered and under 

the persecution of a vast Jewish conspiracy, but is to be restored to its chosen state upon the 

return of Jesus.
133

 In a way not to dissimilar from John, the Christian Identity movement sees 

itself as under attack from a political hegemon, even though it is quite clear that the matter is 

much more of a matter of perception of persecution. The apocalypse and the subsequent 

millennium for the Christian Identity movement frees them from the perceived persecution of the 

Jews and restores them to their position of prominence.  

 What seems to produce more interesting interpretations are those interpreters who read 

Daniel in a drastically different context. For interpreters who are separated by a significant 

amount of time from the original context of Daniel it becomes more difficult to make it 

applicable to their own times. Furthermore, when the context is radically different, this becomes 

harder still. Miller for example read Daniel in a time free from persecution and hundreds of years 

removed from its original context. Further complicating the matter for later interpreters, in many 

places Daniel is explicitly about the second century BCE. While it is one matter to apply the 

vague and symbolic visions of Daniel to any time period, it is a significant challenge to make the 
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clear references to the second century BCE in the statue of Daniel 2, a centerpiece for modern 

apocalyptic interpreters of Daniel, to the 21
st
 century. Some variation of Miller’s compression of 

time is most commonly applied. For Miller God planned the evil of the Catholic Church to rule 

the earth before its dramatic destruction at the end of days and the advent of the millennium. The 

gap of several centuries from Daniel’s time to Miller’s own day is simply a part of the prophetic 

plan as 2,300 years were to elapse before the restoration of the true church.  

 It would seem that when the day\year analogy is applied to Daniel, it becomes applicable 

to a broader range of circumstances. The effectiveness of this particular mode of application is 

all dependent on the date a particular interpreter intends to use as their start date. Dates ranging 

from the sixth century BCE when devotional scholars believe Daniel prophesized, 1CE – the 

choice of Joachim of Fiore, to Miller’s choice of the establishment of the Catholic Church can be 

used as a starting point for the 2,300 years that are to elapse before the apocalypse.
134

 These 

various sundry dates inevitably land somewhere around the late eighteenth to the mid nineteenth 

century. This particular mode of interpretation worked for Miller and his contemporaries, 

because it dated the apocalypse to a time that was feasible within their own lifetimes, or at least 

sometime near it. I believe however that this particular method of interpretation will soon 

become obsolete. While the diversity and innovativeness of religious thinkers is unfathomable, I 

believe it will soon be a thing of the past as the list of possible, reasonable dates that could be 

backed up from the biblical text will eventually run out. All the possible dates that when added to 

Daniel’s 2,300 years will either have already passed, or will soon pass without any drama. In 

fact, we can see a shift away from such an interpretation back to a literal interpretation of the 

2,300 days of Daniel. 
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 The modern trend in interpreting Daniel is quite interesting. It is similar to Miller as it is 

dependent on a long gap between the interpretations of a portion of the book and the time of the 

interpreter. Daniel is understood as a book that reveals the entire course of human history, from 

Daniel’s day to the end of days (which is always near the time of the interpreter). Like Miller, 

there is a mixed historical and ahistorical interpretation of the text, where parts of the Daniel 2 

statue are interpreted in line with the text’s original meaning and the rest is interpreted to fit the 

particular apocalyptic scenario of the interpreter. That most famous of modern Protestant 

apocalyptic writers, Hal Lindsey, does just this, applying the various metals of the Daniel 2 

statue to the three ancient kingdoms of Babylon, the Media-Persian Empire (the two kingdoms 

are always combined in modern interpretations), the Greek Empire, the Roman Empire and 

finally two millennia later a revived Roman empire embodied in the European Union.
135

 Grant 

Jeffrey, another exemplary Protestant apocalyptic writer says of Daniel’s prophecies, “…this 

image (the statue from Dan. 2) symbolized the future prophetic course of four world empires 

from the time of Daniel in the 6
th

 century BC until the end of this age.”
136

 It is interesting to note 

that modern interpreters do not commonly use dates and periods of time from Daniel to attempt 

to date the start of the apocalypse, rather the time periods such as the “seventy weeks” or “2,300 

days” do not refer to the time to elapse before such events are to occur as Miller did, but return to 

Daniel’s original meaning – they are the lengths of time the final tyrant of evil is to rule in 

Jerusalem. The day/year analogy is no longer applied to Daniel so often.  

 The most common explanation for the time gap from Daniel’s time to modern times is 

that of Dispensationalism, as promoted by John Darby in the 1830’s. To briefly define it,  
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“Darby taught that God has dealt with mankind in a series of epochs, or dispensations – 

in each of which the means of salvation differed…One cycle of prophesied events ended 

with Jesus’ crucifixion; the next will begin with the Rapture (Original emphasis)…Once 

the prophetic clock starts ticking again with the Rapture, the final sequence of events will 

unfold…”
137

 

The gap of time before these final events is not often addressed – it is indefinite, only the signs of 

the end time (The rise of the Antichrist, the formation of the European Union) are there to 

indicate when it has begun – there is no exact date in the biblical text. In his chart illustrating this 

timeline Mark Hitchcock simply has a question mark for the length of time.
138

 Thus the time gap 

in Daniel is simply part of God’s plan.  To make Daniel’s time periods relevant, they are now 

understood literally – a day means twenty-four hours. Thus we read various interpreters saying, 

“The prophecies indicate Antichrist’s power over the saints will be limited to only 1260 days”
139

 

and “After three and a half years of remarkable progress, the Antichrist will become 

worshipped…”
140

 To make the matter more convoluted, sometimes the day\year analogy is 

applied and sometimes it is not to Daniel – on page 190 of his book Jeffrey has Daniel 9:27’s 

days as years and on page 191 has 7:25’s “time times and half a time” as a literal three and a half 

years, which is equivalent to 1,260 days, with no apparent explanation for the switch.  

 Thus we see the matter of how Daniel is interpreted is remarkably simple – it is 

dependent on the context a particular interpreter reads it in and how they wish to envision 

themselves as a part of the text. If one reads Daniel in a time of intense, real persecution there is 
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a greater tendency to read one’s group as being the actual, literal group described in the text. The 

contextual similarity produces such a conclusion. The greater the distance both chronologically 

and contextually from the original, the greater challenge is for the interpreter to make Daniel 

apply to their time. For some, such as Miller, Daniel revealed the exact time and some of the 

events that were to occur at the end of days. For others, such as the small sample of modern 

interpreters I provide, Daniel provides both an overview of history and an extremely detailed list 

of the events of the apocalypse, even down to the exact locations and time measured in days, not 

years, but not the date at which these events are to occur as Miller clearly understood the text as 

providing. While Daniel is often used for modern attempts at date setting as Miller did, its use in 

this practice, if not the practice itself has been in decline for some time. Daniel is no longer the 

chronological puzzle that reveals the date of the apocalypse – it is the schedule for the specific 

sequence of events, for an unknown time. 

 Perhaps even more specifically than context in a generic sense is the socio-political 

context the text is interpreted in. Daniel of course was written in a time of religious persecution 

and political turmoil. Daniel was also written in a time of significant sociological change – Greek 

culture was quickly becoming more pervasive while many traditional practices were waning. The 

text quite clearly reflects this. John likewise read Daniel in a time of persecution, but also a time 

of relative political stability. It is John’s minority status within his specific political context that 

seems to produce his interpretation – Daniel is written about him, the faithful minority and his 

resistance to the political hegemon of his time. Miller, while publicly mocked and disputed
141

 

was not exactly persecuted and lived in an era of political stability. Here Miller’s social context 

was more important – the world in which Miller and his followers lived was changing rapidly – 
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education was widespread, a new mass media was growing, rail enabled raid, long distance 

travel and the vast, wild expanse of the West was starting to be settled. While these do not play a 

role in Miller’s specific apocalyptic scenario, they clearly led him to believe that massive 

changes were coming in his time. Reflecting this, Miller does not place as great an emphasis on 

tropes like bloodshed and destruction, focusing instead on the advent of the Millennium and the 

specific changes it is to bring. Finally, modern interpreters, likewise free from persecution, focus 

their attention to Daniel’s focus on the defeat of political enemies – a significant tenet of modern 

(American) apocalyptic Protestantism. Daniel becomes proof of the pending destruction of 

America’s imagined enemies in Russia, China and the Middle East. Given that these authors 

were writing in a time of significant global conflict, the period from the Cold War to today, it is 

not surprising to see such themes read into Daniel. 

 To compare our three groups, it is important to examine the role of persecution in 

interpreting Daniel. Given that providing reassurance that persecution is to end was one of 

Daniel’s original intents, it is not surprising to see groups reading themselves into Daniel’s 

narrative. Daniel was clearly read as a text offering assurance that freedom from life threatening, 

real persecution was imminent and assured by God. As we have also seen, John clearly saw this 

as an important theme, and incorporated this theme from Daniel into his own work. Miller too 

drew on this theme, but no in the same way as Daniel’s authors and John who faced a daily risk 

of death for their beliefs and identity. Miller was assured by Daniel that those forces which were 

perceived as threatening and possible sources of persecution of his favored religious community. 

Curiously though, this trend does not seem to have continued into popular, modern, apocalyptic 

interpreters, who despite being allegedly persecuted, use Daniel predominantly for its 

chronological motifs and imagery.  
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 Another point worthy of comparison is the plan of action that the various groups have 

taken from Daniel. In the case of Daniel’s authors’, John of Patmos and William Miller, the 

message and plan of action appears to have been the same. In these three cases, a quiet, patient 

tolerance and endurance of the present evil times is indicated. Daniel and John clearly advocate 

for this plan of action as we have seen and I believe Miller does as well. While the specific plan 

Miller advocated for is unclear, I believe Miller has placed himself and his movement in the 

same vein. We find a heavy emphasis placed on the immanence of the advent of the Millennium 

and the Millennium itself. Furthermore, the fact that Miller stresses the planned, ordained nature 

of history would seem to indicate that, like Daniel itself and John, that human action is pointless. 

For Miller, given that the Millennium was coming soon as part of a divine plan, it was only 

necessary to keep the faith and to wait for it.  

Finally, the specific sociopolitical context of a group is also likely to have the greatest 

influence on an interpretation of Daniel instead of any other contextual factor. It is notable that 

most interpretations of Daniel are largely continuous with its focus on the fates of political 

entities as a part of a divine plan for the end times. To compare our groups and their 

interpretations it is quite clear that Daniel was originally a political text. Daniel’s authors were 

concerned with the political changes that ushered in the persecution of the Temple cultus. 

Revelation is clearly a political interpretation of Daniel as its obsession with freedom from the 

oppression from the Roman Empire demonstrates. In both cases these particular interpretations 

came about due to persecution by the political powers Daniel was understood as referring to. 

Likewise in both cases the political hegemon was to have a divinely ordained death – in 

Revelation’s case a quite bloody one. Miller’s case is slightly different, again reflecting the 

importance of persecution in defining a group’s interpretation. Miller does not emphasize the 
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violence associated with the downfall of the Catholic Church and the empires of Europe, but 

seems to place greater focus on the benefits of the Millennial utopia. Interestingly, Miller says 

very little about the United States, likely due to the fact that it was the home of a great many of 

Miller’s preferred believers, in contrast to the church supported monarchies of Europe. Miller 

undeniably sees Daniel as a book offering assurance that the hated political powers of his day 

were to fall as a part of God’s plan. Finally we do see this trend alive and well today in 

contemporary apocalyptic speculation. 

 Thus I believe we can safely conclude that is the specific socio-political context that 

effects how a particular group will read themselves into the divine plan revealed in Daniel. From 

persecuted Jews in the second century BCE to modern Christians, Daniel has provided assurance 

that there is a plan to history and that events, no matter how terrible they may seem, occur for a 

reason. While Daniel is a book intended for persecuted second century Jews, its imagery and 

ambiguity have allowed countless people to read themselves into the text. While their specific 

conclusions have differed dramatically, they all reach the same conclusion – Daniel is about me. 

All see God’s providential plan for themselves written in its ancient verses. As the modern 

interpreters I survey show, such an interest is far from in decline, despite the great changes we 

have seen in Danielic interpretation. Likewise, given the astounding level of diversity and 

creativity in Daniel’s interpreters, it is quite likely that interest in the book will likely never 

cease. As long as there is some degree of change or turmoil in the lives of Jews and Christians 

alike, interest in Daniel is bound to continue. 

Understand, O mortal, that the vision is for the time of the end (Dan 8:17). 
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